Part IV

LIFE AS WE LIVED IT
English as she was spake
Though the language of our home, or rather our family (for
the rest of the household at Accha House habitually spoke in
Sinhala) was English, it was certainly not the Queen’s
language, but rather our ‘mother tongue’, a slightly twisted
language taught us by mother.
In our lingo ‘nice’ meant ‘beautiful’, ‘rogue’ meant ‘thief’
and ‘back’ meant ‘buttocks’. The word we used for our little
penises ‘gadgets’ was however no slight variation from its
original meaning like the others and so complete was its use in
the sense mother bestowed on it that this was the only word for
the male genitals we used throughout our Accha House days
even when we were in our teens.

Me and my twin
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Despite our having the gadgets, a small part of our lexicon
was clearly feminine such as when we used hanky for
handkerchief and panty for underpants, sissy talk passed on to
us by mother or acquired in our nursery days at Bishop’s
College, a largely female affair that only admitted sweet little
boys who would n’t molest the girls.

Bishop’s College Report with old stickers still with me
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We also used quite a few vernacular terms in our everyday
speech, especially for things that went into our stomachs and
out of it including paan for ‘bread’, parippu for ‘lentils’, chu
for ‘urine’ and kakka for ‘stools’. Sinhala grammar also
influenced our speech to some extent. We used to address our
uncles and aunts by prefixing their names to these kinship
terms rather than suffixing them as they do in the West.
Uncle Lalith we addressed as Lala Uncle and aunt Chandani
as Chandani Aunty. These terms we also extended to cover an
earlier generation and so it was that granduncle Piyasena
simply came to be known as Piyasena Uncle and Grandaunt
Chandra Laly Aunty. Grandaunt Bhadra we called Garden
Aunty after her sprawling garden, not to mention the fact that
she also had a mural of colourful butterflies painted on a wall
of her house.

Garden aunty’s wall. Her love for nature showed in her house
And then there was Grandaunt Indra whom we called Baba
Aunty after the many babas or children she had, all of whose
names like ours began with the letter A– Athula, Anil, Ashanti
and Anushal to match their surname of Ambawatte.
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Baba aunty with eldest baba Athula in London
Indeed almost every grown-up was either an uncle or aunty.
Our parents’ auction assistant Zameen we called Zameen
Aunty and the German lady who regularly visited our cabanas
at Kosgoda Gertrude Aunty. In school however there was no
unclying or auntying. It was simply ‘Sir’ for a male teacher
and ‘Miss’ for a female teacher, even if she happened to be
married. These English terms of address commonly used in
local vernacular schools were probably a relict of colonial rule,
for even today in offices, one’s superior as Sir, or if in the case
of a female, irrespective of marital status, as Miss by their
minions.
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Altaf at Bishop’s College Sports Meet 1970s
We also coined some peculiar usages which only we knew –
a sort of rogues’ language. A beautiful girl who caught the
fancy of the three of us we called Famie, short for famous girl.
And famous she was - at least amongst us. There was
something about her that suggested she was a Muslim,
including the fact that she was always chaperoned by an old
lady who wore her saree in local Muslim fashion. The fair
maid stood out from the other schoolgirls we often came
across while walking to and from school. Not only did this
beauty, perhaps just stepping into her teens, have an agreeable
rosy white complexion and finely chiseled features, but also
wore her hair loose reaching to the shoulders like a tulip turned
upside down, a style which we for some reason called “Anne
style” and greatly esteemed as ‘civilised’, especially since
most of the schoolgirls at the time wore their hair twisted into
pigtails which we simply loathed, not because of any Islamic
aversion to swine, but because we deemed it rather gross, or to
put it in our words ‘barbaric’.
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We would often look at her in the sly, stealing a glance of
her as we plodded down Flower Terrace heading towards
home and as she herself ambled to her home or lodge down the
same road, perhaps from Bishop’s College by the look of her
uniform which I vaguely recall had a purple tie, chaperoned by
the old lady. Though our paths often crossed, we never talked
or smiled at her. We were too shy for that sort of thing. Upon
her approach, we would excitedly whisper to one another
“Famie is coming, Famie is coming!”. She probably noticed
our infatuation for her from our surreptitious glances and all
too suspicious mannerisms which were so hard to hide when
we almost came face to face with her; which girl wouldn’t?
Calling people names came naturally to us even in our
nursery days. One evening while playing outside Accha House
we noticed this long-haired bloke casually walking across the
road and crowed out loud “aunty uncle, aunty uncle!”,
prompting grandma to rush out to stop the heckling forthwith.

The long haired bloke we called ‘Aunty Uncle’ may have been
inspired by the Beatles seen walking here down Abbey Road
It probably had something to do with our background.My
parents never addressed one another by their personal names,
but called each other ‘Luvy’, a corruption of that well known
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four letter word that to this day has shy lovers blushing to say.
Whenever father was vexed with mother, he would blurt out
“Woman and a half” What it meant I am still at a loss to say
though I suspect there was something misogynist about it.
Father’s folk including his brothers and cousins also had this
bad habit of calling people by odd names such as when they
referred to my brother Asgar as ‘Bombay looking, Calcutta
going’. We often heard the expression whenever we spent time
at Umma House and could not figure what it really meant. It
was later that we learnt that it was a circumlocutory reference
to Asgar’s squint which was eventually corrected by the skilled
hands of one Dr.Wijeyanayagam. But it was really only after
we had a good grasp of Indian geography that the wit of it all
struck us- Bombay looking, Calcutta going!

With grandma and uncles at Umma House
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What’s on the table?
We were a well fed family and were blessed to be so. Mother
quoting Napolean used to say “An army marches on its
stomach” to drill the importance of food into our little martial
minds. Though no qualified nutritionist, she very well knew
what a balanced meal should look like. She was a culinary
expert who had taught cake making to young women.

Mother with three-tiered cake of her making.
Father, the strict disciplinarian he was, was a bit more
reserved, at least in principle and would quote what the
Prophet of Islam had to say about eating when he very wisely
declared “It is sufficient for the son of Adam to eat enough to
keep him alive. But if he must do more than that, then one-
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third for his food, one-third for his drink and one-third for his
air”. Wise counsel no doubt and one impressed on us from a
very early age as we hardly if ever over-indulged. This was in
stark contrast to some families used to force feeding their
children to obesity. On the contrary we were quite lean which
would prompt our chubby paternal grandmother whom we
called umma to grumble that we were melinji (thin). That’s
because she was used to seeing plump children who had been
overfed or rather forcefed as many Muslim kids were back
then.

Twins cutting their first b'day cake made by mother ornate
with chicks and swans
We had three square meals a day despite father’s quoting a
saying probably picked up from one of his health conscious
Teutonic friends: ‘Eat a good breakfast, share your lunch with
a friend and give your dinner to your enemy”. We were
concerned about our health all right, but our night meal we
simply had to have and so conveniently skipped the part on
dinner. This sort of thing was alright for hefty Germans who
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could easily afford to fast after a heavy meal of bockwurst and
beer, but certainly not for us growing up kids.

Mother used to say that an Army marches on its stomach. That
went down well with us. That’s me giving the salute in civvies
A light breakfast we would take early in the morning before
rushing to school. Sometimes for breakfast we had what we
called sugar-butter-paan, bread liberally daubed with butter
and sprinkled with sugar. Eggs also figured prominently, being
eaten with a slice or two of buttered bread. This was usually in
the form of a soft-boiled egg which we called half-boiled egg
taken with a dash of salt and pepper or scrambled eggs made
by beating eggs and cooking it in butter or oil to form a soft,
light yellow meal that digested well. Despite speaking English
at home, we called it by a curious Sinhala name taught us by
mother, kukul petav (chicks), perhaps on account of its unusual
appearance which she may have likened to little chicks.
Bread we also took with circular slices of the long greenskinned anamaalu plantain, a brown treacle-like caramel syrup
called Golden Syrup and jams of various kinds manufactured
by MD, the Government Marketing Department, like the
yellowish Golden Melon Jam made of Pumpkin and the
whitish Silver Melon Jam made of Ash Pumpkin.
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MD Jams in the 1970s. From an old advertisement
Sometimes we had that newly arrived brownish spread
prepared from yeast extract, Vegemite, preferring it to the
traditional Marmite uncle Suranjan often had for breakfast.

Marmite which uncle Suranjan loved & Vegemite we preferred
We also had Nutella, that scrumptious chocolate and hazelnut
spread, but only occasionally. Cheese also figured in our
breakfasts once in a while and particularly fascinating were
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these circular cardboard packs containing around 10 to 12
pieces of cheese wedges, each of these containing a different
variety such as a speciality cheese with little blue green veins
and unfortunately another with ham or pork mixed with it
which we threw away.
Another item that mother often made us for breakfast was
Bombay toast, a form of French toast prepared by dunking
slices of bread in a mixture of milk and eggs and heating it in a
pan with butter or margarine. This item, soft and mottled
brown all over made a delicious as well as nutritious meal.
Among other breakfast meals we relished were the processed
cereals that found their way here from the West - Quaker oats,
which, boiled in milk, formed a wholesome porridge; Weetabix
oval whole grain wheat biscuits, which, softened in warm
milk, made a delicious gruel and Keloggs corn flakes which we
soaked in lukewarm milk before shoveling them down our
throats..

Weetabix whole grain wheat biscuits which we relished
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During school intervals, we usually had the sandwiches
tucked into our lunch boxes by mother and this we would wash
down with deliciously sweet rose-flavoured milk she specially
prepared for us, pouring it into stout little Thermos flasks
adorned with pictures like Captain America, Iron Man and
Vision.

We had our milk from a Thermos flask exactly like this
Sometimes we would resort to the school canteen when
mother, too busy to pack a meal, gave us a few coins to do as
we pleased. The tuckshop at Bishop’s College where we
schooled in our nursery days sold a variety of shorteats like
patties - as curry puffs of a semi-circular shape are known
locally - and Chinese rolls. A patty or Chinese roll I believe
was 25 cents or so at the time which is not surprising given
that a loaf of bread cost only 75 cents back then. There were
also ice palam, coloured ice popsicals in the form of triangular
bars that could simply be pushed out of their cardboard casings
with the finger.
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Tuckshop at Bishop’s College now. Not much has changed
The canteen at Mahanama College which we attended later,
though perhaps more varied was a dark, dingy, dimly lit place
that seemed to be more concerned about saving on the light
bills than doing business. We nevertheless patronized it once
in a while in the days mother was too busy to pack a couple of
beef or cheese sandwiches into our lunchboxes. One day I kept
a maalu-paan, a triangular fish bun I had purchased in my
lunchbox and forgot to have it that day. The weekend passed
before I opened it one fine day at school. I was startled, for
wriggling their way through and crawling out of the bun were
these revolting little whitish maggots and an unbearably
nauseating stench that went straight for my nostrils.
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However it did n’t even take maggots for some to squirm at
the sight of the goodies in my lunch box, such as when I once
offered a Muslim classmate, a lad from Slave Island, a beef
sandwich mother had prepared. Seeing it, he recoiled in disgust
thinking that the rim of fat around the piece of boiled beef
hinted it was pork and refused to have any of it. So wary was
the bumpkin of our westernized ways that he really thought we
gorged ourselves on the flesh of pig which, needless to say, is
strictly forbidden to us good Muslims.
In the weekends and holidays, we would generally have
around 10.00 or 10.30 am what we called drinka, juice made
of bottled or packeted fruit powders such as Tang, Darling or
Colmans. If not, it would be home-made ice lollies which
mother prepared by pouring rose-flavoured milk into special
popsical moulds that came in a set of six or so.

Mother’s popsicle set looked like this Tupperware set C.1979
The ordinary fare which we took for lunch was simple rice
and curry. This was usually communal as we had the same
meal as the rest of the household, partaking of it from a large
table in the dining room with the rest of the family members
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such as grandma, Accha and our aunts Nandani and Chandani,
shortly after returning from school.
Mother often rolled boiled rice packed with meat and
veggies into little boluses using squashed potato to glue it all
together. She would pop these into our little mouths like a
mother bird feeding her little ones and all we had to do was say
ah! With time we learned to use our hands to form our little
morsels, but it never tasted as good as the way mother used to
make them. We eventually devised some ingenious ways of
eating our rice and curry such as stuffing it into poppadams
which unlike those of today often expanded when fried to form
something like a brown flying saucer. Sometimes we had what
we called egg rice, a savoury rice meal mother used to prepare
by adding to the boiled rice, scrambled eggs cooked in butter,
onions and curry leaves. This appetizing meal we often had
with French fries.

In the good ol days pappadams puffed up nicely
Potatoes of all vegetables figured prominently in our diet, as
a simple vegetable curry cooked in a copious quantity of
turmeric that stained the gravy yellow, or in its French fried
state which we simply called chips or as a binding agent for
our rice balls. But there came a time I would munch the spuds
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with caution. That was after a visit to the family home of a
lady we called Zameen aunty, our parents’ auction assistant.
The house which was situated near Sir John Kotalawela’s
Kandawala Estate (now a defence academy) in Ratmalana had
a little farm attached to it where neatly wound around wooden
stakes or trellises grew creepers that produced everything from
warty-looking bitter gourds to large rounded pumpkins.
Strangely what I came to associate most with the place was
potatoes, not that it had any, but only because I was gripped by
a story mother and Zameen aunty had been discussing while
strolling about in the area. It was about a local family that had
been fatally poisoned by some sort of yam.
I somehow got away with the idea that the culprit was a
potato, especially since the word used to describe it was ala, a
Sinhala word for yam in general but which we specifically
used for the potato. The lethal grub being discussed was
probably the niyangala (Gloriosa superba), an extremely
poisonous yam though to my little mind it immediately
conjured up pictures of potatoes which I knew to be innocuous,
but now thought could become poisonous on occasion. In the
months and years that followed I would take no chances when
nibbling the spuds, avoiding any that did not seem right,
especially those that gave out a rather sickly taste.
There were only a few precautions we as a Muslim family
had to take. Being a largely conservative Sinhalese Buddhist
household, pork was never taken and this agreed with our
Islamic values. Beef mother purchased from the row of
Muslim butchers’ shops in the ground floor of Colpetty
Municipal Market. As one proceeded down, tucked away in a
little corner was a poultry shop, Mohamed Hassan’s Poultry
Mart, with a little room behind where the fowl were
slaughtered shortly after mother placed the order, ensuring that
they were fresh for the table.
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Poultry shop at Colpetty Market
In later times came Bahira’s whole frozen chicken and there
were times mother resorted to this expedient due to its
convenience. However there was nothing to beat the fresh
fowl meat, which could then be had for only 30 Rupees or so a
kilo. Mother often purchased fish from the Ceyfish outlet at
Colpetty market manned by a fellow who had a long shark-like
nose whom I called Mora (Shark). There was a time when
Ceyfish sold frozen packets of white fish fillets which mother
used to sauté and serve us for lunch. Less frequented though
was the fish mart upstairs which sold a variety of seafood.
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Fish stall at Colpetty Market
Soya meat, or as it was known for short TVP (Textured
Vegetable Protein) also made its entry at the time. This we
loved hot and spicy with a lot of chilli the way it was prepared
by uncle Chandana. Yet another exotic relish came by way of a
bottle of diyahakuru, a reddish brown preparation of fish blood
tasting somewhat like anchovy sauce uncle Hyder procured us
from the Maldives, a veritable ‘rice puller’ to put it in the
words of father.
There were only two occasions I recall when my siblings and
I ever took meats that were not considered halal. One was in
our young days when aunt Sunethra who had but recently
arrived from Kenya served us each a strange-looking meaty
thing that looked very much like our little penises, to go with
our usual lunch of rice and curry. The grub was new to us
since nobody in our family had ever taken these until then,
though our aunt found them rather irresistible. I had hardly
taken a bite or two, when someone announced that Ghany (as
they called father) had arrived, prompting our aunt who had so
generously put it on our platter, to quickly take it away. I did
not understand then why she had suddenly turned Turk, but
from the agitated tone of the crier who had called out Ghany
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evilla, Ghany evilla (Ghany has come, Ghany has come) it had
to be something father did not like us having. I missed it
though, for it tasted so delicious and it was only many, many
years later that I would taste it again, when Bahira started
producing halal sausages. The ones we had just a nibble or two
were very likely the non-halal ones manufactured by Elephant
House.
Another was when mother took us for brunch at Green Cabin
Café after a visit to 555 Showrooms, a spin-off from our usual
auctions located along Galle Road, Colpetty which sold all
manner of things. The Café which had originally been
established as a branch of the more famous Pagoda Tea Rooms
of Chatam Street, Fort, to serve egghoppers and stringhoppers,
had by then started to offer other items on its menu, including
mince meat pies. Mother had ordered a few and we were soon
enjoying them when father suddenly dashed in -God knows
from where- to angrily shout at mother and sweep his hand
across the table, displacing a little dish or glass which I caught
before it hit the ground. The message was clear. No more
buying meat items from places that did not have halal
credentials. Though the item in question was beef, father was
unsure whether the meat was obtained from a bull that had
been slaughtered only after God’s Holy Name had been
mentioned over it.

Green Cabin in Colpetty which we patronized once in a while
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Mother should have been thankful that at least he was less
scrupulous than her own family whose patriarch
W.H.Hendrick never took beef or pork or mutton, only fish
and an occasional chicken from Pilawoos in the Pettah to go
with the roti he had for dinner. Although the old man could not
brook the thought of taking animal life for food, he probably
found it hard to resist the delicious Chicken Palandy this
famous Muslim restaurant turned out. Rumour had it that its
owner had himself invented the dish to perpetuate his name as
he did not have a son to take after him.
At teatime, usually around 4.30 or 5.00 pm, we had this habit
of dipping buttered bread or Marie biscuits in our milk tea
which gave out a great taste as it blended well with the brew,
the cured dark brown leaves for which came from the only tea
makers we knew then, Liptons and Brooke Bonds.

Marie biscuits were then produced by Huntley & Palmers,
Weekend newspaper of December 1979
Sometimes we would have more substantial fare prepared by
mother such as slices of banana loaf which was like bread but
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richer and creamier as it was made with a batter of flour, sugar,
eggs and mashed bananas, or rolled pancakes filled with a
juicy mix of scraped coconut and jaggery or sugar.
Dinner unlike lunch was usually not the same the rest of the
household had, for mother always believed in feeding us
something special for supper. Thus while Accha and most of
her brood would content themselves with some lentil curry or
the gravy left over from lunch which they took with bread,
mother would turn out more tantalizing dishes like a
scrumptious meat and vegetable pie with a hard brown crust
encasing a savoury mix of beef, potato, carrots and beans or
fried beef or mashed potatoes, fish and chips or Chinese rolls
coated all over with powdered bread crumbs.

Mother loved making fancy cakes like this one for a cousin
Our culinary preferences then were distinctly Western and I
can still recall how we had a high esteem for a type of fish that
had this ‘civilized’ sounding name of Red Mullet in contrast to
the fish we knew by vernacular names like Tora (Seer) and
Kelavalla (Tuna). We got mother to prepare one for dinner,
only to find that it did not taste as good as we had thought.
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Little did we know then that it was a distinctly local fish going
by the name of Gal-Maluva (Rock Fish). It was in the same
vein that we had mother prepare for us soy beans cooked in
tomato sauce, relishing it as if it were a tin of Heinz baked
beans. Despite our exotic tastes, mother often tried to impress
on us that eastern fare was much more nutritious in some ways
such as when she dwelled on how the miserly Nizam of
Hyderabad subsisted on lentils all his life. Lentils, which we
called by its vernacular name of parippu, was, after all, a rich
source of protein. But living on it for a lifetime; that we found
hard to swallow.

Merry-go-round cake mother made for her little cousin
She also had us believe that the leafy vegetable we called niviti
was the same as the iron-rich spinach, which Popeye, one of
our favourite cartoon characters, swallowed to get the strength
he needed to bash the baddies. What she did not say was that it
was an altogether different species, though in English it has
generally been known as Ceylon spinach, sufficient excuse for
her to pass it down our throats as real spinach. She was also
obsessed with the supposed virtues of dambala or winged
bean, after learning from somewhere that it was the ‘food of
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the future’. Her fondness for the bean was probably fuelled by
media reports of the time that claimed that it was a ‘new
miracle plant’ poised for the opening of ‘a protein revolution
in the twenty first century’, whatever that meant.

Popeye the Sailor getting his strength from spinach
Dessert, both for lunch and dinner was the norm and was
either a pudding or cake or ice cream or any other item that
would satisfy a sweet tooth. These were home made except
perhaps for the occasional ice cream from Elephant House.
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Ice cream was got from Elephant House, the main supplier
Even ice cream was sometimes made at home in thin trays and
coloured light green, tasting even better than the commercial
stuff. Puddings mother made often, and this included rose-or
almond-flavoured semolina pudding, soft caramel pudding
with scalloped edges that sat atop a deliciously sweet brownish
or amber-coloured syrup and another cream white, pink or
light green fluff pudding with a gelatinous layer at the bottom
embedded with slivers of canned mango – a treat one could
never ever forget!
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Mother’s cookery book (pictured here) gave us many a treat
Among the other dainties she prepared were cream buns,
soft buns with a sweet white cream that filled its centre;
chocolate éclairs little finger-shaped dainties topped with
chocolate and filled with chocolate cream and cheese cakes,
pastry cakes whose lower portion was filled with a dollop of
strawberry jam. Cakes she made best, including a first year
b’day cake she made for her twin boys decorated with swans
and chicks and a large candle in the centre and a three year
b’day cake she made for her cousin Anil which was shaped
like a bunny after his petname Baniya. The one I best
remember was one topped with a colourful mery-go-round
made of light metal on to which were suspended little horses
fashioned out of icing sugar.
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At cousin Mirukshi’s b’day party.Mother’s cakes were the best
If mother was good at western fare, it was our paternal
grandma, Umma, who excelled in eastern and more
particularly traditional Muslim cuisine. She had what they
called ‘the hand’, that rare ability to make a hearty meal out of
whatever she touched. Even a soft-boiled egg with its bright
yellow yolk surrounded by a sea of snow-white albumen
steeped in her thick and spicy brown beef gravy was a treat
one could savour for the rest of one’s life. She excelled in
making buriyani, a rich rice dish she always prepared to
celebrate the Islamic festivals of Ramazan and Hajj. This she
would prepare in a large metal cooking vessel using fine
basmathi rice to which she added ghee, some meat such as
beef or mutton, potatoes, yellow colouring and a liberal
sprinkling of rose water that gave it the aroma it was famous
for.
This Rice dish we had with a dry assorted curry made of beef
liver, cashewnuts and green peas, a sour red brown pickle
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made with onions and dates and a light green mint sambol.
These taken together could revive even the most jaded of
appetites. Also quite tantalizing were her vattalappam
puddings which she prepared by steaming in ceramic or
aluminium bowls a mixture of beaten eggs, coconut milk, palm
sugar and cardamoms. The resulting soft brown pudding with
little pores inside oozing with a deliciously sweet honey-like
liquid was a dessert one could always relish, even after a heavy
meal. She also prepared what she called sooji, a very soft,
almost fluffy, yellow pudding made of semolina, sugar,
margarine and yellow colouring which was usually served cut
into squares. The sweet, a hot favourite of ours, would literally
melt in our mouths, so that we just could n’t have enough of it.
It often happened that when we visited her in the mornings,
she would give each of us a cup of ‘egg coffee’ by breaking a
raw egg and adding it to a mug of milk coffee peppered with
ground cardamoms before stirring it well while still hot. It had
such a rich taste, being thick and creamy.

Grandma’s Vattalappam looked just like the one in this picture
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Little wonder then, that father, though living in a largely
Sinhalese household, had scant regard for the culinary skills of
his wife’s folk. He compared and contrasted Umma’s and
Accha’s cooking with relish, swearing that his mother-in-law’s
grub was not a patch on his mother’s heavenly provender. The
difference was in the pains taken to turn out a good meal, he
explained. Now that was some food for thought, though had
Accha come to know of it she would probably have not
thought too much of it. The Sinhalese are by nature an austere
people; their Muslim compatriots a bit too indulging.
Eating out was a rare occurrence, except when the family
would go out for dinner after a busy day at the auctions to
Mayfare or Majestic hotel in the heart of Bambalapitiya, and
then it was often a rice dish like a buriyani. The waiter would
bring extras like a dish of beef curry, but father would warn
against having any of it, even as much as the gravy, as the
entire thing could be billed. In later times, it was Raheema
Hotel on Thurston Road that became the preferred spot to eat
out.
The family also went vegetarian once in a while and this was
usually at the Indo-Ceylon café along Galle Road near
Colpetty junction.

Indo Ceylon Café at Colpetty. This photo’s a recent one
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Another vegetarian restaurant we frequented was Greenlands
idyllically situated in a quiet lane on the seaside of
Bambalapitiya which had an old world ambience about it
delicately blended with Indian themes, a feature that even
found expression in its tables which were topped with a plastic
covering meant to imitate marble.

The gates and interior of Greenlands like in the old days
There was also this Saiva joint on Flower Road which we kids
sometimes resorted to, accompanied by Joseph, our Indian
Tamil auction help, when the auction sales were being held at
the GFS in Green Path. One morning, having consumed some
hot stuff there, huffing and puffing and heads reeling, we had
the temerity to complain to mother that the food had been
spiked with ‘drugs’ much to her amusement. We had
obviously taken a bit too much chilli that day, probably hidden
in the bondas, large boluses filled with spiced potatoes.
Generally vegetarian fare was wholesome, with items like
tosai, a thick puffy pancake, idiappam, stringy circular cakes
and vadai, a savoury doughnut, which were taken with ample
quantities of sambaar, a mess of vegetables, and a sambol.
Father would also take the family out to dinner at this Malay
eatery down Malay Street in Slave Island where we would
have cylindrical rice cakes known as pittu with its traditional
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accompaniments of barbat, honeycomb tripe curry and
coconut milk. The meal, which we would indulge in with great
relish, was served us by a small-made, hunchbacked character
good enough for a Barnum freak show. In later times, father,
after taking us to the grounds to race against one another in the
evenings, would take us to this joint where we would be served
with hot beef soup oozing with oil. The big bone that came
with the dish of soup had this yellowish marrow which we got
at by sucking or scooping it out with the handle of a spoon.
More frequent were our visits to Perera & Sons, then located
along Galle Road, Colpetty near the Walkers’ petrol shed at
the turn to St.Michael’s Road. This was when mother took us
shopping to Colpetty supermarket in the evenings, which was
usually a walk from home, quite a distance for our little feet.
The place was quite a large one, unlike the P & S outlets we
come across today, an outcome of the company’s goal of
reaching out far and wide in keeping with its motto of ‘Your
Neighbourhood Baker’.

P & S Colpetty today is where AD Chemists once was
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The P&S spot we patronized was an imposing place,
considered rather up-market, frequented by Colombo’s elite.
As one entered, on its left hand side, were glass showcases
displaying their range of products in all its mouth-watering
variety. We were fascinated by these thin square pieces of cake
with a checked pattern of four squares in two colours and with
a deliciously sweet yet firm frosting delicately wrapping its
corners; matches, which comprised of two pieces of flaky
rectangular puff pastry sandwiching a generous dollop of
cream and strawberry jam was another favourite which went
down well not only with us, but with our sweet-toothed
paternal grandfather, vappa, who would amble over to the spot
just to bring one home to have all for himself.

The old Perera & Sons Colpetty had showcases just like this
Further inside, we would enter a little corner The Melting Pot
with seats on stands where they dispensed iced coffee and fish
buns over the counter. These fish buns served in thin white
tissue came with a scrumptious sauce, so good indeed that I
can still savour that taste more than three decades later, so
warm, moist and soft on the teeth. The spot was known among
the kids of an earlier generation not so much for its sweets and
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savouries, but for its ice lollies, its popsicles, creamsicles and
chocsicles.
Another spot we often patronized while shopping in
Colpetty was Bombay Sweet House, a confectionary business
in Turret Road set up by a family of sweetmakers of Indian
origin. Here we would sip a glass of that deliciously refreshing
rosy beverage, faluda, so well known among the Muslims of
our country.

Bombay Sweet House in Colpetty was a favourite of ours
Yet another spot we resorted to was Maliban Kreme House on
the seaside of Galle Road, Colpetty, especially after our
evening visits to Dr.Lakshman Weerasena, a portly general
practitioner who was more like a family doctor. The Kreme
House was only a brief walk away from the good doctor’s
clinic and here we would have some really great milk shakes, a
palliative after a tetanus shot or a wound dressing which was
not uncommon in those naughty days. A sort of kiosk on the
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right sold these slabs of Zellers chocolate fudge we loved.
Before long they disappeared, never to make a comeback as
some good things do.
Then there were the famous Alerics ice cream trucks parked
between the Galle Face Green and the Galle Road which
dispensed crunchy cones topped with vanilla ice cream which
we always had whenever we visited the green in the evenings.

Alerics Ice Cream Van in the Olden days
Also unforgettable were the crispy potato chips that came in
neat little packets adorned with the figure of a moustachioed
man against an orange background which we often had at the
movies, long before the imported stuff like Pringles took its
place. Itinerant small time vendors also plied their trade in the
pavements of the city and would often pass by Accha House
announcing their wares. One offered packets of soft, yellow
cashewnuts boiled in a solution of water, turmeric and salt. It
came packed in some sort of green leaf bound with natural
fibre. A packet cost a Rupee or two at most.
Also a common sight in those days were these men carrying
metal boxes full of Bombai Muttai, stringy creamy white
candy floss, which could be purchased for a few cents. We
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were also fond of commercial mass-produced sweets which
often came with a surprise inside. We were once given these
little packs of bubble gum gifted by a prospective in-law of
uncle Chandana shortly before his wedding. It came with these
decalcomania cards of dinosaurs which could be ironed onto
clothes. We did n’t have the patience for that. We simply
ironed them into a thin white cardboard obtained from shirt
packaging and kept it as a picture. There was also this brand of
Japanese bubble gum called Lotte we bought while shopping in
the Colpetty supermarket which came packed with colourful
vinyl stickers of various characters.
There was the prouder stuff that did not need any
inducements, but nevertheless captured our fancy, like
Rowntree’s Smarties, dainty little chocolate discs with a crisp
sugar shell that came in an assortment of colours. The
colourful cylindrical cardboard packet capped with a plastic lid
they came in was an attraction in itself as the tubes, emptied of
their contents, could be used to store coins and other trivia,
though more creative kids could make from it anything from
space rockets to castles. Another unforgettable item were these
toffees of foreign provenance grandpa gave us which when
sucked a while exploded in the mouth with a burst of tangy
flavour.
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Smarties came in tubes like this with caps of different colours
There were also the bounties nature had bestowed us, like
the golden yellow drupes of the Jakfruit, so sweet and
succulent that one could swallow the slimy stuff without
knowing how many one had really gulped, the only indication
being the light brown seeds one removed from the drupes
before indulging in the delicacy. Fruits freshly plucked off
trees we relished, like the pretty bunches of hog plums we
brought down from a large tree in the backyard of Umma
House using pole and hook. We simply loved the ripe golden
fruits of this Polynesian tree which we called ambarella. It
gave a nice tangy taste, though as one nibbled closer to the
spiky seed, a sort of gum sometimes oozed out. A little away
from Accha House, facing the lane leading out to Turret Road
next to Mr.Rajakaruna’s house stood a Jam tree whose ripe red
berries we plucked with our nimble fingers. I reckoned that the
fruit was called Jam because its juicy pulp was as sweet as
jam. It really takes its local name from the Jamaican Cherry.
Then there were the pumpkin pips we plucked out from the
bowels of the yellow-fleshed pumpkins Accha used to cook.
These were somewhat like the sunflower seeds taken as a
snack in countries like the US. Breaking open the drop-shaped
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rind, we found a starchy white substance coated in green which
we put on to the tips of our tongues to savour the taste.

Pumpkin seeds are not only savoury, but also nutritious

But it was little brother Altaf who showed the greatest zeal for
gastronomic exploits, such as when he greedily espied what he
thought was a piece of cheese. Yummy, he thought to himself
and quickly took a bite off it, only to find that it was not as
tasty as he had thought. In fact, it was rather caustic. Not
surprisingly -It was a bar of cream-coloured soap, the type then
used for washing clothes. So much for greedy guts!

Altaf swallowed a bar of Soveriegn soap like this
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Cornel’s comes to Town
With flashy supermarkets mushrooming in almost every nook
and corner of the country today, it is odd that we did not have
anything of the sort until about 1980. That is until Cornel’s
arrived on the scene. Set up by Cornel Perera, an enterprising
entrepreneur around 1981, a couple of years after the opening
up of the economy in 1977 by the J.R.Jayawardene
Government, Cornel’s brought home the virtues of a free
economy, a much needed relief for a nation that had for seven
long years from 1970 to 1977 - which encompassed a good
part of our early childhood - groaned under the burden of a
closed economy where imports were discouraged or even
banned.
To cap it was Cornel’s, a one-of-a-kind western-style
supermarket that took the city by storm. Built on a fine piece
of land near Station Road, Colpetty, it soon became ‘the place’
for Colombo’s fashionable elite to shop amidst plush
surroundings in air-conditioned comfort. Here they could find
almost anything from kitchen to bathroom, all spread out over
one large floor and under one roof. Little wonder mother lost
no time making it one of her favourite haunts, and ours as well.
In the evenings after a busy day, she would often shop there,
taking us along with her, a welcome change from the hustle
and bustle of the vendors of Colpetty Market, the downtown
municipal market between Galle Road and Serandib Road near
the Liberty Cinema.
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Cornel’s at Copetty. Early 1980s
Well stocked it was with all the consumables, the eatables
and drinkables that even today make modern life such a
convenience. And not just for humans as we were to discover
one fine day. That was when mother having seen some grub
that looked much like the cereal biscuits known as Weetabix
we loved having for breakfast, and that too at a ridiculously
low price, snapped up a good many packs and sent them
hurtling into the trolley, drooling that they were really worth it,
only without the fancy packing the imported stuff came in, for
these were packed in transparent polythene or cellophane.
Having flung in as many as she could to her heart’s content,
she moved forward and looked up a bit, suddenly stopping in
her tracks, for she could now read what it actually was, for a
piece of paper now boldly proclaimed that it was PET FOOD,
perhaps some dry dog food possibly dehydrated by the look of
it or a dog biscuit made of oat meal. She hurriedly put them
back into place. Feeding her kids with dog food would have
been too much for her. She was in no frame of mind even to
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spare a thought for our household dog Laika for whom such
tender fare would have provided a welcome change from its
usual diet of beef bones and the occasional mouse it made a
morsel of once in a while.

Cornel’s Colpetty shopping bag C.1980s
Happily Cornel’s catered mainly to the needs of humans.
Many were the imported items that found their way to its
shelves, so neatly arranged that it stood in stark contrast to the
merchandise stacked in the shops and boutiques we were so
familiar with until then. The items here were quite novel to us,
so different from the usual stuff we were used to having back
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then such as the MD jams, Elephant House soft drinks, Plaza
tinned fish and potato chips that came in little packets
embellished with a picture of a moustachioed man against an
orange background that we often had at the movies. But here
were butters and cheeses and tinned fruit and canned meats.
Spreads like Meadow Lea in their well illustrated plastic tubs
and cheese wedges that came in different colours and flavours
captured our fancy like no other goodies would. So did a type
of Japanese kiddies gel toothpaste that came in a bright white
plastic tube adorned with colourful little figures of animals, so
different from the bland looking tubes of locally produced
Signal toothpaste with its germ-fighting red stripes we were
used to. We coaxed mother to buy a few and though usually
averse to brushing our teeth at night, we now gleefully
polished our enamel with the exotic stuff. Besides their exotic
character and fancy packing foreign goods seemed to give
more importance to children and this trait we valued. To be
given importance or paid attention is after all only human and
even little kids appreciate it.

We loved brushing our teeth with fancy Jap toothpaste like this
Mother sometimes felt that we took our xenophilia or love
for all things foreign a bit too far and once cooked up a canard
that much of the imported goods that found their way to our
markets were really substandard items that the Western
companies manufacturing them dumped in our part of the
world, the superior quality items being retained for sale in their
own markets. This dampened our xenophilia a bit, but not for
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long as we did not find any hard evidence to back the claim.
The foreign goods, especially the foodstuffs we consumed
certainly did not prove to be inferior in any way. Nay, they
were or seemed superior to the local product in more ways
than one. Indeed, it was mainly due to the influx of foreign
goods that domestic industry, which had for long taken things
for granted, offering mediocre products to local consumers,
improved their standards in the face of stiff competition.
The closed economy era of our early childhood was now
gone for good; a discredited experiment in human deprivation
conjured up by a wishful band of people known as ‘Socialists’
it was never to raise its ugly head again. The world was now at
our doorstep, knocking on the door and the basketful of
goodies it brought was too tantalizing to resist, fine stuff only
money, not power or connections, could buy; a fair deal for
everybody big and small- and Cornel’s had it all!

Station Road, Colpetty where Cornel’s once stood
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Books Maketh a Man
Books, it is said, maketh a man. Mother certainly knew their
value in shaping young minds and had this knack for selecting
the right books for us at the right age. I have no regrets, for
both my twin brother Asgar and I became authors in our own
right.
We literally grew up with books, keenly poring over the
pages for hours and hours. The only creatures that would have
matched our taste for books at the time would be hungry
termites, which left to their devices could devour a good book
in a matter of days. Fortunately, we did not have any of the
vandals approaching Accha House. The bibliophiles probably
knew better than to take us on.
The main bookshops we patronized were Lake House
Bookshop, Gunasena’s or KVG’s in Colombo Fort, Malee
Book Centre in Colpetty and on occasion the musty secondhand bookstalls lining Mc.Callum Road (D.R.Wijewardane
Mawatha) in Maradana that hoarded an assortment of books of
almost every vintage.

Malee bookshop, Colpetty A favourite haunt of ours
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Our collection of books grew year by year so that by the time
we were 12 or so, we had no less than 200 titles in what we
called ‘Our Library’, a wooden bookcase with three or four
shelves that stood in our parents’ office, in a section nearer the
main hall, separated by a curtain.

Our old bookcase now filled with my daughters’ books
Our love for books began quite early, and though these were
in our earliest more or less fairy tales like Cinderella, Hansel
and Gretel, Little Red Riding Hood and Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs they little doubt influenced our moral values and
understanding of the struggle between good and evil. Indeed,
many of the types of characters we find depicted in these tales
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so painstakingly recorded for us by the Brothers Grimm and
Charles Perrault, we meet even today, the do-gooders and the
mischief-makers. True, they are more often in black and white
than in grey, but still they reflect human nature to a good
extent, certainly enough to help us judge what kind of people
the world is made up of.
Our Islamic faith would eventually take its place and still we
would meet with some of the characters we had known in our
fairy tales in a somewhat different form, such as the angels
known as malaika, winged messengers of God created from
light bidden to do good to man and who somewhat resembled
the flying fairies of the stories we read; and the evil women
known as naffasa who blew on knots as a form of witchcraft,
the devil’s handmaidens from whose mischief the Qur’an tells
men to seek refuge, and who, again, resembled another type of
fairy tale character, the wicked witches, green skinned crones
with hooked noses notorious for weaving magic spells.
Curiously, much of the imagery of the fairytale books then,
depicting as they did medieval European culture, closely
resembled Islamic habit than they did modern Western fashion,
like the head geared or red bearded men, dwarfs, kings and
others, whose likes one may still come across in the elderly
henna-bearded Muslim men seen walking the streets even
today or the modestly clad women with long robes and hooded
heads, queens and even common women, who so closely
resembled Muslim women attired in traditional headscarves.
Other than the fairy tale stories, the earliest story book we
had, when we were about four years old, was The Wealthy
Hippo by Froebel Kan. The story stressed the virtues of
faithfulness through a lovely little moral tale woven around
Mr.Hippo’s visit to Animal Valley. Another early book we had
was M.J.Arnalot’s The Balloon Seller which told of Billy’s
attempts to sell balloons to Crower the Cock who proposed a
swap for a cap which would never fit him (little doubt on
account of his large red cockscomb which was depicted larger
than usual for us kids to get the idea).
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The Wealthy Hippo and The Balloon Seller still with me
A couple of Enid Blyton’s story books also figured in our
collection, including in our very early years this delightful
hardcover book on The Three Golliwogs, showing the
threesome Golly, Woggie and Nigger in front of a pretty little
cottage with yellow walls, blue gate and honeysuckle growing
all over it. These dark woolly-haired characters, often up to
some mischief or other, would in the years to come, be phased
out amidst concerns that they gave Negroes a bad name, The
Three Bold Pixies taking their place in the era of political
correctness. Needless to say, the name of one of these
characters, Nigger, is actually a pejorative term for blacks.
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We also had a few books featuring Jim Henson’s famous
muppets of Sesame Street fame, among others the Sesame
Street 123 Story Book and the Sesame Street ABC Story Book,
not to mention one titled See no Evil, Hear no Evil, Smell no
Evil which came with as many as eight fragrance labels for one
to scratch and sniff, its cover featuring Oscar, the green
monster in the garbage bin happily commenting This book
really smells, heh, heh. The ABC Story Book contained a good
many interesting picture stories based on the different letters of
the alphabet, as for instance, ‘An A Story’ which shows Queen
Agatha summoning the knights of her kingdom and telling
them that she loved all things beginning with A, and that
whoever could bring her something beginning with the letter A
would be handsomely rewarded. Sir Bird, rushing to the Royal
Zoo, and passing many things beginning with the letter A
finally succeeds in bringing her an alligator with whom she
falls in love, she herself being an alligator. She rewards Big
Bird with a lifetime’s supply of birdseed and makes him
Ambassador to Antarctica! The 123 Story Book was as
fascinating, such as the story for No.6 called Six Monsters in
the Restaurant, which depicted six very hungry monsters
visiting a restaurant; when the waiter gives them a table with
six chairs, and taking a notebook, asks them “Ok, now….what
do you want to eat ?”, they all shout Table!!!!!!
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Our Sesame Street ABC and 123 storybooks
One of the most memorable was of course our Richard
Scarry’s Best Story Book Ever with 82 wonderful Round-theyear stories and poems. It contained among other stories Pierre
the Paris Policeman, Pip Pip goes to London, Good Night,
Little Bear, Mr.Hedgehog’s Christmas present and Is this the
House of Mistress Mouse? It had a number of interesting
features. One, on Animals, had humorous captions
accompanying the pictures. One captioned ‘Some animals are
beautiful’, showed a hideous looking warthog holding a mirror
on to its face; another titled ‘Some animals hate to take baths’
showed three little pigs hiding while mother pig waited with
soap in hand to get them into the tub; yet another that read
‘Some animals live in houses’ depicted a worm in an apple
house and a spuds bug in a potato house.
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Our Richard Scarry’s Best Story Book
We also had a few small square-shaped paperbacks,
including Dean & Son’s Tim the Airman and Jane Pilgrim’s
Blackberry Farm and The Adventures of Walter.
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We also had a few Sandle Book titles such as’ The Magic Pen,
Rabbit’s Good Fortune, Animals Holiday and The Sheriff of
Texanville which were even smaller than these.

Magic Pen by Sandle Books and Lagarde’s Tom Thumb
Somewhat later, when we were around eight years old, came
the fascinating Little Golden Book series with its characteristic
golden border at the spine, which included among others,
stories like Peter and the Wolf, The Gingerbread Man, The
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Pink Panther in the Haunted House, Tom and Jerry in the Mini
Olympics and Donald Duck in America on Parade. Still later
times, when we around twelve or so, saw us with the classics,
not the originals, but the abridged versions Ladybird had
condensed for children such as Swiss Family Robinson, The
Three Musketeers, A Tale of Two Cities and A Journey to the
Centre of the Earth.

Golden Books’ Peter and the Wolf and The Pink Panther
The fact however is that by this time, we had outgrown
fictional stories and could n’t be bothered with the more
serious genre. It was the factual stuff that now interested us for
the simple reason that we could do things with them.This
included the How and Why Wonder Books on a plethora of
subjects, including among others, Birds, Butterflies and Moths,
Coins, Dinosaurs, Dogs, Electricity, Exploration and
Discoveries, Horses, Kings and Queens, Reptiles and
Amphibians, Rocks and Minerals, First World War and World
War II.
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How & Why books were very informative
We also had Ladybird Books on Ants, Aeroplane, Arms and
Armour, Coins, Stamp Collecting, Exploring Space, Flight,
Inventions, Islands, Rocks and Minerals, Rockets, Spiders,
Stamps, Trains and Nature’s Roundabout; Just Look books on
Aeroplanes and Balloons, Houses, Trees and Prehistoric
Animals; Dean & Son’s Quiz Me Books on Coins, Dinosaurs
and Planes and Pilots; and Hamlyn’s Insight Books on Ships
and Aircraft. Among other favourites were our Piccolo Picture
Book of Flags, Purnell’s Aeroplanes, Macdonald’s Superbook
of Cars and Blandford’s Mini Guide on Rocks and Minerals.
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Ladybird books still with me
We were besotted with dinosaurs and had no less than four
books about them including a large one with outlines of the
creatures and sketches of the surroundings. It came with a set
of colourful vinyl stickers of the dinos that had to be pasted on
the outlines.
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Colourful sticker books on Dinosaurs and Deep Sea we had
These we divided into ‘good fellows’ and ‘bad fellows’. The
good fellows were the clumsy plant-eaters like that gentle
giant, Brontosaurus while the bad fellows were the ravenously
fierce meat-eaters fitted with sharp craggy teeth for maximum
flesh-ripping and bone-crushing action like that scary-looking
fellow, Tyranosaurus Rex! Some others like the three-horned
Triceratops or the heavily-armoured Stegosaurus we could not
judge and therefore avoided labeling them.
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Our Hamlyn Encyclopaedia and Tell Me Why Series
We also had a number of comic books including a good many
Marvel Comics dealing with superheroes like Captain
America, Spider Man and the Incredible Hulk and even
supergroups like the Avengers, Invaders and Defenders, and a
few Harvey Comics including Sad Sack, a hilarious comic on
the life of a low ranking private in the army, Richie Rich, the
Poor Little Rich Boy and Caspar the Friendly Ghost.
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Super heroes !
All kids have their fantasies, and we had ours. This came in
the form of super heroes, super human beings of various
descriptions who fought against the forces of evil, and
sometimes even against one another.
Whether adults like it or not, children are fascinated by
superheroes, not only because of the exciting action these
colourful characters bring to their lives, but more subtly the
psychological empowerment it gives them, growing up, as it
were, in the shadow of elders towering over them, making
them look rather like dwarfs, diminutive and insignificant.
Children can not only relate to such superheroes, but may also
seek to realize them in one’s self. Childish delusions, no doubt,
but one that certainly peps them up psychologically. Kids too
develop a culture of their own when exposed to such
influences.
The superheroes we knew belonged to two universes, so to
say, the Marvel and DC universes. DC Comics featuring
superheroes like Superman, Batman, Robin and Wonder
Woman, was the less favoured one, not only because the range
was much less than those of Marvel, but also because they did
not reach us as glossy books the way Marvel did. Among the
few I recall were the bilingual (English and Sinhala) Superman
comics published by Wijeya Publications in collaboration with
DC Comics Inc.New York.
The Marvel universe with its myriad of colourful characters
such as Captain America, Iron Man, Incredible Hulk and
Vision was by far our favourite. So obsessed were we with our
Marvel heroes that we even assumed their identities, and as our
range grew, each one of us took on multiple identities. Thus
Asgar became that raging green monster, Hulk, I that red-faced
Android Vision and Altaf the Silver Surfer, a gleaming metallic
figure who surfed through space on a cosmic-board from the
planet Zenn-La. We often debated which of them was the
stronger, though I do not remember ever getting into fisticuffs
to prove the point.
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These comics produced by Stan Lee appeared as colourful
comic books with flimsy but glossy covers. We would avidly
follow the exploits of our heroes thrashing their foes within its
thirty or so pages interspersed by advertisements advertising
all manner of things from spud guns and toy soldiers to x-ray
specs, werewolf masks and venus fly traps. The superheroes
and even super villains had this rather bad habit of bragging
about their powers in speech bubbles while bashing their foes,
to impress readers of the extraordinary powers they had. Our
super hero craze began sometime in the late 1970s when
cousin Rajiv, during one of his family visits, gave us a copy of
The Black Panther probably picked up in Kenya where he was
living with his family.

Our earliest Marvel comic still surviving after forty years
This 1979 comic titled ‘Beasts in the Jungle’ told the story of
an African tribal prince T’ Challa, the hero of the story and of
his Wakanda tribe who suffered at the hands of a warmonger
named Klaw. The villain was after a rare mineral named
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Vibranium resting in a sacred mound in Wakanda and used it
to transform himself into a being of pure solidified sound,
while a sonic device fixed to his right hand could turn sound
into physical mass. A black gang who had got hold of it
created an elephant – a scary looking African Elephant judging
by its large ears – formed of solidified sound to fight our hero,
now the Black Panther, dolling it up with wings and claws to
finish the job.
A couple of months later we spotted similar comics at Malee
Book Centre, a well known bookshop at the turn from Turret
Road to Galle Road at Colpetty junction as well as at Liberty
Pharmacy, a drug store near the cinema of the same name.

Liberty Pharmacy Colpetty had a comic stand just like this one
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Soon we were down with the ‘Super Bug’, following our
heroes like Iron man, Spider man and Captain America
fighting the dark forces. However none of these captured our
imagination as the super teams did, like The Invaders, The
Avengers and The Fantastic Four. The Invaders’ exploits, set
in the World War II era were particularly fascinating. This
band of superheroes comprised a core trio of Captain America,
the virtual leader of the group whose blue, red and white
costume with large star and stripes took after the star-spangled
banner; the Sub-Mariner, a bare-bodied athletic figure with
pointy ears and winged feet clad in nothing but green pants
who best fought under water; and the Torch, a faceless flaming
figure who could put fire to good use. They were joined by
others such as the blond British bombshell Spitfire and Miss
America, a petite brunette who seemed to be more of a victim
than heroine. They shared one thing in common though, for
they all shared a desire to defeat Nazi Germany. One particular
Invaders comic I recall featured a blue armour-clad titan with a
cross on his chest known as Iron Cross; another, a Nazi
vampire called Baron Blood and yet another a blue-skinned
Atlantean named U-Man and a lovely but lethal Japanese
woman named Lady Lotus, all sworn enemies of the Invaders.

Invaders comics we once had (These are from Internet)
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Then there were the Avengers who belonged to a more
modern era. The group too had as one of its main heroes,
Captain America, who the story goes had been in suspended
animation following his World War II days and had been
revived only recently to continue his struggle against evil. He
was joined by Iron Man, Vision, Wasp, the Beast, Scarlet
Witch, Wonder Man and Ms.Marvel, though the line-up was
not consistent throughout and changed over time. They had as
their base the Avengers Mansion which was served by the
Butler Jarvis.
The most memorable such comic was their fight against ‘The
elements of doom’ set in a Russian research facility where
some personnel had gone amok, converting people into
different chemical elements that had a life of their own, these
in turn joining the group to convert yet others. The story
captured our fancy given our obsession with chemicals at the
time. What was so captivating were the descriptions of the
various properties of these elements given by the living
elements themselves. Thus Phosphorous, upon exploding
himself to down the blue hued Beast brags of himself: “An
element which in its normal state explodes spontaneously on
contact with the air…. Whereas in my hands the reaction is
controlled!”. When the Falcon who had joined the Avengers
on the assignment thrashes a light green monster, he emits this
gaseous stuff with his hands while exclaiming “Chlorine is a
very deadly gas!”.
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Cover of Elements of Doom (from the net) and inside page
There was so much to learn from these comics of an earlier
period, unlike the ones one commonly comes across
nowadays. There were of course a few which were rather
fantastic, even by today’s standards, like the Avengers’
struggle against the Absorbing Man who could become
anything he touched.
Marvel’s language was rich and sometimes very profound,
especially the titles which often used classical expressions, a
trait said to have sprung from Stan Lee’s knack for injecting
faux-Shakespearean flavor into them. Little doubt, it enriched
our vocabulary, though one might also come across a
smattering of words like ‘filth’ and ‘scum’ (like in the comic
title ‘Burn, Cap, burn! where these words are uttered by an
incensed Captain America battling a black mob after being
brainwashed by an American Neo-Nazi group called the
National Force), which when we asked mother what it meant,
curtly replied that these comics were teaching us ‘rubbish’.
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Although we did not have Fantastic Four in flimsy comic
form, we had this colourful annual (now lost) of their
adventures in Castle Cherbelle and a story and colouring
book by World & Whitman that survived the years
Still, it was a great learning experience, not just for the
language, but also due to the fact that the exploits of our heroes
and heroines were set in the backdrop of real places and
sometimes real situations, which added to the experience.
For some reason, Marvel Comics ceased being sold locally
and with it our interest in it waned when we were about twelve
or so. Thankfully we did not take the craze into our teen years
or adulthood as some did, or else we would have likely ended
up a very confused lot. This is because with time, the Marvel
universe would become increasingly complex, a far cry from
the simple superheroes we knew. Alter-egos such as Bruce
Banner becoming Hulk and being unaware of their other self
were acceptable to us as kids, but basing stories on alternative
universes where the same superheroes are said to exist in
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different universes, simply to justify contradictions in
storylines goes against logic.

Marvel comics came interspersed with advertisements like this
We never really lost our childish fascination for our heroes,
and even in adulthood enjoyed watching Marvel movies as a
trio with our kids whenever they showed in local cinemas like
Captain America which screened at Liberty Cinema and The
Avengers at Majestic City, as if some part of our superheroic
past still lived in us. Interestingly, the storylines in the movies
differ considerably from that of the comic books themselves
such as the manner in which Captain America is enlisted into
the Avengers initiative. Perhaps another instance of an
alternative universe!
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Chemical Cocktail
Chemicals were nothing strange to my mother’s folk. They
peddled in it and thrived in it and their fortunes were built on
it. The family business, W.H.Hendrick & Sons established by
mother’s paternal grandfather was a thriving business in the
Pettah, then the commercial heart of Colombo. The company
was set up in the inter-war years as a supplier of herbal
medicines and imported cake ingredients such as raisins, wheat
flour and food flavours. It eventually moved into the chemical
trade which became its core business. Being based in
Bankshall Street in the heart of the Pettah made good business
sense for an import-based enterprise. The Street took its name
from the vernacular word bangasala or storehouses. True to its
name, it was one vast row of stores, Hendricks being no
exception until it moved its stores to Bandaranayake Mawatha
in Hulftsdorp where the present Camway Plaza now stands.
The company was managed by W.H.Hendrick and his five
sons, though after his demise it passed into the hands of his
second son Bodhidasa, based, it is said on his mother’s last
wishes. However, even before this, some of the Hendrick Bros
had gone their separate ways to carve a niche for themselves in
the chemical trade, among them my grandfather
W.H.Buddhadasa who went on to join Ceylon Chemical
Supliers in Wolfendahl Street, Pettah. Even the family home
– The Hague, was not altogether free of the folly, for in the
backyard of the house were two colossal metal pans that were
used to refine saltpetre. The crude unpurified stuff which
would have been imported, or sourced perhaps from the
incrustations of some caves in the central hills formed by bat
droppings, was melted in these large receptacles placed over a
fire fuelled by firewood. A pole or two would be inserted into
the nitre broth before being withdrawn, with the purer stuff
clinging on to the pole. Left aside for some time, it would
crystallize, forming flakes which were scraped off and sold to
fireworks manufacturers as saltpetre, an active ingredient in
gunpowder.
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We kids went a bit further. We were obsessed with it,
dabbled with it and once almost set our house on fire! One of
my earliest memories of our chemical heritage was this huge
calendar of W.H.Hendricks with the word Chemicals figuring
in it hung prominently in the dining room which faced our
bedroom. I was around six at the time, and being an avid
reader, then as now, used to pronounce the ch of chemical like
the ch sound in church. Even later, after I was corrected by
mother I could not help but wonder why it had to be
pronounced as kemical when all the other words starting with
ch were pronounced differently. Our home language, English,
was a most lawless one and had to be spake as it was heard,
not read. Such lessons we learnt early in life.
Our fascination with chemicals was however not an outcome
of the family business; we hardly had any exposure to it save
for the large drab calendar it produced annually adorning the
walls of our house year after year – a sight so familiar that we
did not think too much of it. Rather the craze began when
father presented us with a chemistry set manufactured by
Thomas Salter.

Thomas Salter Chemistry Set just like the one we had
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The kit contained about twenty chemicals in little transparent
plastic containers marked with red labels including white
crystalline Sodium Thiosulphate, bluish crystals of Copper
Sulphate, green Ferrous Sulphate crystals and dull black Iron
fillings. It also came with two little red racks with perforations
to keep them in

The set contained these chemicals I still remember (Image
from the Internet is exactly the same as I knew it years ago)
. What else it came with I cannot remember, suffice to say that
it was sufficient to catalyse our interest in a brave new world
of funny stuff. Within a short while, we were busy coming up
with ideas to acquire more and more of the stuff to keep and
experiment with. We did not have far to look; almost next door
at No.191, General’s Lake Road (Sir James Pieris Mawatha)
was granduncle Piyasena, a son of W.H.Hendrick who had
ventured out on his own to start a modest chemical business in
the rear portion of his house.
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We were soon collecting the names of new chemicals to add
to our collection, like looking up father’s Henley’s Twentieth
Century Formulas, a vintage tome, yellowed with age and so
brittle that it often crumbled into pieces whenever we leafed
through its pages carelessly. Within its eight hundred pages or
so were numerous formulae for manufacturing all manner of
things; a veritable treasure trove of one-time industrial secrets
from adhesives and explosives to paints, preservatives and
photography. Culling a few names off it, we would pay
granduncle Piyasena a visit in the evenings with the little list.
He obliged us for free or a paltry payment. After all, we were
regular customers.

Henley’s 20th Century Formulas (This one’s from the net)
Young as we were, we were almost literally turned on by the
sights and smells of the old man’s chemical collection, not to
mention the other wares such as test tubes and litmus paper he
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dealt in. We had a particular fascination for incendiary or
fulminating stuff, and among our earliest acquisitions were
silver-grey Magnesium ribbon which burnt with a bright white
light; later times saw us acquiring substances like Iodine,
whose purple-grey crystals gave out a purplish vapour when
heated and Ammonium Dichromate, orange-coloured crystals
that fulminated like a fiery volcano when lit. We also had a
penchant for liquids with strong noxious odours, like
Ammonia, a whiff of which when inhaled virtually knocked
one out with its sharp overpowering odour that stifled one’s
breath; or Amyl alcohol which exhaled a pleasant banana
smell; or this yellowish liquid that bore a name like
Ammonium Sulphide and smelled like rotten eggs or as if
somebody nearby had just passed wind, the kind of thing that
would have been better off in a stink bomb.

Granduncle Piyasena from whom we procured our chemicals
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These chemicals, numbering nearly a hundred at its peak, we
stored in containers of various shapes and sizes. These were
generally recycled glass bottles like the glass injection vials
with grey rubber stoppers into which we shoved in the solids
or the larger brown Neril hairtonic bottles with black plastic
cap like a chef’s hat into which we poured in the liquids, so
that the collection looked like a mini apothecary. We labeled
the bottles by pasting little pieces of paper penned with the
name of the chemical or its formula such as HCL for
Hydrochloric acid with a piece of sellotape. Acids like Nitric,
Sulphuric and Hydrochloric, which we were given only after
promising we would not dabble with them, we carefully
stowed away, only to be seen and admired in their brown glass
bottles. We even bottled ordinary table salt, passing it off as
Sodium Chloride.

Our chemicals were placed in bottles like this
We also tapped granduncle Justin, grandma’s younger brother
who worked as a watcher at the stores of W.H.Hendrick’s in
Srimath Bandaranayake Mawatha, Hulftsdorp, run by
Piyasena’s elder brother Bodhidasa and his son Lakshman. The
man supplied us with Caustic Soda which we used to produce
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Hydrogen by dissolving it in water and adding pieces of
Aluminium to power our lighter-than-air balloons, and yellow
Sulphur rolls which we loved to pulverize and burn so that it
gave out a blue flame and emitted strong sulfurous fumes.

Roll sulphur
We often wished we could put it to better use, especially to
manufacture gunpowder, after reading somewhere that all it
took to manufacture the explosive was Sulphur, Charcoal and
Saltpetre. We had Sulphur, and Charcoal too was freely
available; the only thing that was lacking was Saltpetre or
Pottassium Nitrate to give it the pep. Try as we did to lay our
hands on the stuff, we could not get it, perhaps because our
suppliers knew better what we were up to.
But we did have the raw materials for a more potent
explosive, Nitroglycerine – Nitric acid, Sulphuric acid and
Glycerine, enough to blow the house to kingdom come. The
sad part is though we knew the liquid explosive comprised of
these three things, we did not know how to set about it. We
knew the power of the explosive though, for a James Bond
cartoon strip that appeared in The Sun newspaper of the time –
late 1983- showed a woman warning Bond not to step any
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closer as she displayed a test tube of what she claimed was
Nitroglycerine. Later a house is shown exploding because of it.
We had our share of fun with our little collection. One we
really enjoyed doing was placing a smidgin of purple Condys
(Pottassium Permanganate) crystals on to a piece of cotton and
pouring over it a few drops of Glycerine. Within less than a
minute, the stuff would smoke, giving out a rather sweet smell,
before bursting into flames. Three substances commonly used
in medicine being turned into an explosive in a short spell of
time, much like a time bomb; we were certainly privileged to
be privy to this rare piece of knowledge picked up from
granduncle Justin who in turn had learnt about it from one
Aryadasa, a distant kinsman and storekeeper at
W.H.Hendrick’s chemical stores. It is this sort of thing that
pyromaniacs would be burning to get their hands on, to make a
secret of their trade. Fortunately we did not belong to this
category of people who needed a blaze to turn them on. A little
conflagration every now and then sufficed to keep us content.

Condys, glycerine, cotton combo. Smoking and exploding
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We did try out a few genuine experiments though, inspired
little doubt by the vain attempts of the alchemists of old who
sought to transmute baser metals into gold. One such was an
attempt undertaken in all seriousness to produce phosphorous
by piddling into a jam jar filled with sand in which we had
buried the silver linings of dried sprats. We figured that in a
couple of days, we would be able to produce a glowing
substance, and when we thought the time was right, conveyed
it to the darkest spot known to us, the servant’s bathroom at the
rear of the house, to see for ourselves. We certainly did not
notice that glow we anticipated but took it in good spirits like
the alchemists of yore. We also attempted to produce an
alcohol from the yellow pulp of the varaka, the ripe drupe of
the Jackfruit by bottling a bit and burying it underground.
Worse was to come with the sepia, the dark purplish ink taken
from the cuttlefish which we stored in a test tube in the hope of
isolating something or other, only to find a week or two later a
couple of white maggots wriggling about, which is strange
given that I had sealed the glass tube with a rubber stopper.
One of our simpler, more practical experiments turned out to
be a real bloomer. Our parents were away at the auctions and
so was the rest of the household, except for granduncle Justin.
We were experimenting with this Bunsen burner we had just
improvised with a long steel tube filled with petrol and a
crumb of charcoal for a wick. We were thrilled when it lit
nicely, but not for long. One of us – don’t remember who accidentally knocked it down and it tipped over, displacing the
piece of charcoal and spreading the burning petrol over the
square blue table we had so callously placed it on. The tongues
of flames leapt angrily as if to throttle us to and it took us
several blazing minutes to quench it, but not before it had
taken a good chunk off the tabletop’s blue rubbery coating,
leaving an ugly scar about the size of a plate encrusted with a
hideous black at its rims.
We could not keep the fiery ordeal a secret for long, for
granduncle Justin had witnessed the ordeal. When father
arrived a while afterwards to stretch his limbs out or take a
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catnap, he was more jumpy than usual and bellowed Ghany,
Ghany, look what these boys have done, they set the table on
fire! Father, visibly annoyed, gave us each a knock on the head
to bring us to our senses and that was the end of the matter. No
trial of any sort and no questions asked. We could heave a
sigh of relief that our happy chemical days were not yet over.
We needed some time to psychologically recover from the
mishap and a major consolation came from the life story of
that famous American inventor Thomas Alva Edison about
whom we had read in a book in the Children’s Section of the
Colombo Public Library.

A children’s book like this was a great consolation to us
The story went that the young Edison was so enamoured of
chemicals that he set up a small lab in the baggage car of a
train he had been given as a paper boy around the age of 12.
He ended up setting the car on fire, a result of one of his
experiments. The conductor was so irked that he struck the
young lad on the head and kicked him off the train. We were in
great company after all!
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In the Army
We Hussein boys were known by some wags as The Three
Musketeers, and not without reason, for we were a fairly
bellicose bunch, a gun-totting trio constantly battling
perennially appearing imaginary foes, which made it all the
more exciting as there were as many as we could conjure up the more the merrier!
Our earliest exposure to the army came in the form of toy
soldiers, miniature plastic figurines of finely sculpted soldiers
on pedestals which were very common those days. These came
in two sizes, the larger ones about 5 cm in height and the
smaller ones about 3 cm.

Soldier sets looked like this back then
They came in diverse colours which we assigned to different
nations; green for the Yankees; grey for the Jerries; yellow for
the Tommies and light brown for the Japs.
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Toy army sets like this were made in Hong Kong
Though a natural enough choice based on the uniforms of the
World War II armies, we were mistaken in at least one set, for
the yellow soldiers we took to be Brits were very likely meant
to represent the German troops of the Afrika Korps that fought
so heroically in battles like El Alamein.

All that remains of our toy army. A little yellow soldier
The wanton warmongers we were, we took immense
pleasure lining up the dummies in battle array and pitting them
against one another, using our little hands to move them on to
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kill and die. Also contributing to the war effort were plastic
vehicles such as a yellow tank we took to be British and green
tanks and jeeps we regarded as American.

These plastic tanks still with me we took to be American
A die-cast Dinky Ferret armoured Car and Matchbox branded
miniature metal military vehicles such as a personal carrier,
armoured jeep and rolamatic armoured car that conveyed a
soldier with binoculars doing a 360 degree turn as the wheels
moved, provided additional support. Stage support came in
forms like a groovy, grey, plastic makeshift fort with
interlocking parts.
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Our Matchbox miniature military vehicles still as they were
Somewhat later, when we had mastered chemical warfare, we
used to carpet a wooden cake board with purple Condys
crystals, upon which we would place toy soldiers. We sure
made short work of them, bombarding them from high with
hydrogen peroxide, liberally dropping the clear, water-like
liquid from a dropper. The falling drops would burst with a
whiff upon contact with the crystals, throwing down the
hapless soldiers. The knockout gas was actually a combination
of steam and oxygen, but so vigorous was the reaction of the
liquid acting on the crystals that it threw the soldiers off
balance. Looking back, I’m glad we did n’t take it any further,
or who knows, we might have ended up being enlisted into the
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chemical corps of some over-anxious despot, one of whom
shared our surname.

I always dreamt of a boxful of soldiers like this one so
colourfully advertised in our Marvel comics
We also loved the war films to which our parents dragged us
once in a blue moon, the earliest being the 1977 Joseph Levine
production A Bridge too far starring Sean Connery that showed
at a local cinema such as Liberty, Majestic or Savoy. One
scene I distinctly remember even to this day was the victorious
German Commander offering his British captives schokolade –
chocolate! Another was the machine gunning of parachuting
troopers before they could make landfall. It seemed so unfair.
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Like sitting ducks they were, but in the air. However we were
too restless to content ourselves with letting these fleeting
moments in celluloid pass by. We wanted to be in the action as
well.

A Bridge Too Far was my favourite war film
We also loved TV shows depicting war including The World at
War, an early 1970s British documentary chronicling the
Second World War, which we watched with great anticipation,
I going out of the way to compare it with the events depicted in
our How & Why book on World War II. Another was Baa Baa
Black Sheep about a squadron of American fighter pilots based
in the Pacific and also set in the days of World War II.
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The World at War that showed on local TV in the early 1980s
Soon we were putting on military fatigues complete with gun
holsters and black gumboots. Asgar and I being twins wore
identical dark green T-shirts and had mother stitch us light
green pyjamas to which we added other accoutrements like
belt with pocket, walkie talkie, water bottle and holster
complete with gun, all in supple green plastic except the gun
which was also green, but harder than the rest. These came as
gift packs which we noticed peering through the large
Pilkington show window of Malee Book Centre in Colpetty
and lost no time getting mother to buy. Altaf had a light blue
shirt and somewhat darker marine blue trousers, his head
capped with a still darker blue, almost black, beret. He was
supposed to be in the Air Force, armed with a blue plastic
machine gun that shot red bullets.
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Army boys at the gates of Accha House
There were also occasions when we went back to the grand
old days of the Roman Empire. The Romans were not depicted
in a favourable light in a set of comics we had, Asterix the
Gaul, but they certainly were in our Holy Book, the Qur’an
which has a chapter named after them, Al Room or ‘The
Romans’. It prophesized the victory of the Romans who were
then Christians, over the Persians, adding that the believers,
would rejoice on that day. The prophecy was fulfilled.
However it was not religious sympathy but their ornate metal
and tunic martial garb that made us throw in our lot with the
Roman legions. It all started with a Ladybird book on ‘Arms
and Armour’ which showed a Roman legionary looking swell
with his rectangular metal shield. This work of art we strove to
craft using hard cardboard. In the centre of it we fixed with
glue a bit of hemispherical plastic and blazoned it blue. To go
with it we wrought a short sword of wood to imitate the
Roman weapon as best we could. For the Lorica armour that
fitted as metal strips around the legionary’s chest, we devised a
coat of cream-coloured straps of vulvanised rubber, and the
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helmet too we made of the same gear, with a plastic bowl
gently tucked beneath it to fit into our skulls so dear. Such
were the times we were sometimes lost in when our childish
fantasies got the better of us.

Our Ladybird book on Arms and Armour and legionary
Guns we loved as all boys do. These were imported popguns
turned out of plastic that came in various shapes and sizes,
very likely from countries like Hong Kong. Some shot red
plastic bullets quite empty in the centre, and others, plastic
darts crafted out of ridged shafts tipped with light red rubber
suckers that held on to the object shot at by a simple suction
process. The hollows of the plastic bullets we sometimes filled
with sand before pulling the trigger. On one occasion we tried
the stunt on our great-grandfather pappa. Giving no indication
what was to come, one of us stole up towards the old man and
shot him point blank. “Myra, Myra!” he cried out at the top of
his voice to his daughter and she rushed to her father’s defence
chiding us incessantly. She probably thought we would grow
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up to be assassins having no qualms taking down helpless old
men. More cautious we were with the ones with the red rubber
suckers as we were told this horrid tale of a little fellow who
had been shot at with it. It had got stuck in his eye and when
they tried to remove it, pop came out his eyeball with it. A tall
tale spun by mother no doubt.

Toy guns with darts and suckers were very common back then
Later times saw the advent of what we called cap guns, little
toy guns based on the flintlock principle which had at its upper
end towards the handle, a metal plate or frizzen to which we
would attach caps, blots of shock-sensitive explosive material
cosily wrapped in red paper. No sooner had the trigger been
pulled than a bolt or hammer placed in front of the plate
snapped forward, striking the plate and exploding the cap.
Another, more refined type that came somewhat later was a
similar gun with a hammer to which was attached the caps that
came in little red plastic casings. When the hammer snapped
forward upon the pull of the trigger, it would strike the plate or
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frizzen that faced it, exploding the cap. We also loved these
little plastic rockets into whose heads one could slip in paper
caps and hurl them on to a wall or some solid surface, upon
hitting which it would give out a fairly loud bang.

Cap guns back then looked just like this
But one operation we took a bit too far. That was when we
attempted to torpedo a young guest. Asgar and I had fallen out
with granduncle Justin’s daughter Anushi, and to get even we
hatched this daring plan to strike terror into her heart by
attaching a squib to the underside of our skating board and
sending it her way. As we lit the fuse and took aim, hurtling it
towards her, she darted, obviously having suspected our
devious intentions from our hushed tones and sinister looks
which we could not mask as easily as the squib.
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Our fibreglass skateboard that did double duty as a torpedo
Bang - or Da Dong as our intended victim would have said it exploded right in the centre of the front hall, drawing its
inmates like an implosion, their shell-shocked countenances
and the verbal barrage that followed sufficing to impress upon
us that this time we had taken our war a bit too far.
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Little little things
Many are the little, little things kids do. Some are forgotten
over time and some linger on in one’s mind. Little things they
may be, but they matter a lot to little ones, opening up the
world to them in ways one can never imagine.
In our earlier years, it were things turned out of paper
origami-style - flying paper planes and sailing paper boats that we liked. Over time we switched to the hardier
manufactured stuff like the little plastic dumdum rockets with
a metal pin in front containing caps that exploded upon impact
when flung on to the ground.

Cap rocket. This is a modern version of the older smaller type
Also popular with us were these miniature metallic putt putt
boats which when lit at the wick placed in its centre and placed
in a pool of water would propel forward for a short while
before coming to a halt with a splutter or two.
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Putt putt boats like the ones we knew in our little days
In still later years, bored with the existing gadgets, we tried
our hands at rocketry, devising mini-missiles that unhappily
did not take off as we hoped they would. These were slim
cylindrical things with pointed heads made from pens and
filled with gunpowder retrieved from firecrackers purchased
from the stalls at Colpetty junction or recovered from
unexploded squibs that lay scattered among the paper debris
just after the New Year. Breaking open the firecrackers known
as ratigna which looked like little white rats with their tail-like
fuse, we would extract from its innards the silver powder.
Although no difficult task, it was nevertheless a costly affair as
it took many squibs to yield a fair quantity of powder. It was a
pity we did not pursue the lead we got from aunt Faizoona
during a visit to Matara when she revealed a rumour then
current that inside some hidden storeroom in the bowels of the
Galle Fort were kegs of gunpowder left behind by the Dutch
when they abandoned the Fort. Though enticing enough, the
story she followed it with - that some men who had ventured in
to the magazine with matches or candles had been blown to
smithereens - forestalled any ideas we may have had of
foraying into any hidden chamber of the fort, that is, if it did
have a few as was rumoured. We had a few fans nevertheless,
including some young Tamil men who lived in an annex near
granduncle Sumanadasa’s house who would go to the extent of
calling one another just to watch our pyrotechnic antics.
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We extracted gunpowder from squibs for our pyrotechnics
We also produced something like hot air balloons taught us
by granduncle Justin, though these were not a patch on the
high-flying taffeta bags flown by the Montgolfier Brothers.
This we did by forcing in chunks of Caustic Soda into a bottle
with a small mouth, adding to it water to dissolve it, on top of
which we would drop little pieces of aluminium obtained from
discarded junk, cigarette foil wrappers or the whitish low
denomination coins that were then circulating to catalyse a
reaction that would in a few minutes produce hydrogen gas.
The balloon we would fix to the mouth of the bottle which
would soon start spewing out the hot gas, expanding the
balloon just as if one were blowing it. These balloons, filled as
they were with the lighter-than-air hydrogen gas, would, once
tied at the orifice, tend to go upwards rather than be drawn
down by gravity or pushed about by the wind. When released
inside the house they would scurry to hug the ceiling as if
clinging on to dear life. They did n’t have to really, for we
would n’t harm a fly.
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Gas balloon like the ones we used to make
Shadow play formed a welcome diversion at Accha House in
times of blackouts when little white wax candles whose flames
waved with the wind took the place of our steadier light bulbs.
My favourite was forming the shadow puppet of a camel by
placing between the candlelight and the wall my hand with the
fingers bent horizontally except for the thumb that went up to
form the ear and the little finger that moved downwards in
imitation of the beast’s wide open mouth.
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Shadow play of a camel with candlelight. A recent picture
We also tried our luck at ‘magic shows’, especially after little
brother Altaf received a book titled something like Magic for
Kids for his birthday which was celebrated at aunt Fairoze’s
place at Stratford Avenue in Kirulapone along with that of her
daughter Fazreena as both of them shared the same midSeptember b’day. The book whose cover was adorned with a
picture of a boy and girl dressed in black capes and top hats
against a white background, contained a number of sweep of a
hand, wave of a wand type magic tricks little kids could
engage in - certainly not of the sinister kind the dark arts are
concocted of, but rather the more innocuous sort grounded in
scientific phenomena.
One of these was lifting a cube of ice by tipping an end of a
string on it and tossing a dab of table salt over it, after which it
could be lifted up with the string fastened tightly to the ice.
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The trick worked on a simple scientific principle, namely the
fact that salt melts ice by lowering its freezing point; the
melting water flows off the cube and flushes some of the salt
away while the lower salt concentration on the top raises the
freezing point again so that the water refreezes, trapping the
string and bonding it to the ice in the process.

Altaf and cousin Fazreena at a joint b’day party. He was gifted
with a book on Magic which contained many magical tricks
In later times mother gifted us a magic set that worked by way
of deception. One was the disappearing coin trick which
involved this rectangular pink-coloured device with an indent
for a coin. The coin-usually a local 50 cents piece-was placed
in it and a subtle jiggle let it slip into another slot deep inside
unknown to the beholder, who would be led to believe that the
coin had mysteriously disappeared. Another flick the other
way would retrieve the coin much to his or her astonishment.
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In later times when we had acquired a little chemical
knowledge I devised this ‘magic show’ which involved the use
of Phenolphthalein, a PH indicator that is normally colourless,
but turns purple when an alkaline substance is added to it. First
I would place at the bottom of a test tube, a bit of Caustic Soda
solution imperceptible to the eye and displaying the tube as a
clean one, would add to it from another test tube the colourless
Phenolphtalein solution, when lo and behold, it would
instantaneously turn purple. I would again pour the purplish
solution to another test tube, this time laced with an acid,
whereupon it would immediately return to its original
colourless form.

The phenolphtalein trick was one of my favourites
Among the other fads we indulged in was writing in
‘invisible ink’ which was sold by vendors in little glass bottles
outside school. We would apply the colourless aqueous
solution to a piece of paper by means of an ekel taken from the
midrib of the coconut leaf or similar pointed object and let it
dry till absolutely nothing could be seen; but as soon as we
held it over a heat source such as candle flame, lo and behold,
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it would reveal, as if by magic, the hidden characters in dark
brown.

Image formed from acidic item penned on paper and heated
The liquid was probably a mild acid, for we would discover
shortly afterwards that the trick worked equally well with lime
juice which, when heated, oxidized in the air, turning a dark
brown. One cannot also easily forget the ‘magic wax’, a
yellowish waxy substance sold outside the school gates which
had only to be rubbed onto a piece of paper, which when
applied on to some printed material such as a comic strip and
scratched, would copy it like a mirror image.

Wax copy (left) and original (right) of a recent movie advert
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We often tried it on the regular picture stories like
J.D.Lawrence’ 007 or Avenell & Romero’s Axa that appeared
in newspapers such as the Sun and also on movie notices
advertised in the papers.
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All Game
We three merry fellows loved play. We had home for a
playpen and one another for constant playmates. Classroom
type formal study we looked upon with scorn as there was so
much one could do than being cooped up in a room and being
drilled on subjects one was not interested in.
Our school environment little doubt contributed to the
attitude, plucked out as we were from that fairy playground
called Bishop’s in our tender years and unceremoniously
dumped into Mahanama College, a conservative Sinhala
Buddhist affair, to have our secondary education

Old bus at Bishop’s College
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Almost everything about the school was drab and boring,
from the daily assemblies in the mornings where the boys of
all ages had to line up to chant Buddhist stanzas - during which
Muslims like us kept silent - and listen to a principal who
simply loved to hear his own voice. So utterly boring was the
entire culture of the school that it even rubbed off on its extracurricular activities. Even the Boy Scouts we joined for a few
weeks was monotonous as ever with the lady teacher in charge
more interested in getting the boys to line up and hold their
hands out to see for herself if they had trimmed their nails than
instructing them on how to pitch a tent or make a camp fire.
Little wonder we looked upon our entry to Stafford College, an
English medium school located in the plush Cinnamon
Gardens Ward of Colombo, from the Eighth Grade, as a
welcome change. We were schooled in this country manor like
building with a lovely porch that led to a creaky old flight of
wooden steps with the air of a haunted house such as one finds
in the movies, so different from the imposing yet faceless
building that stands in its stead today. Boys in white trousers
and girls in blue pinafores added further colour to school life.
And they all spoke our language.
Here was a place where study and play went hand in glove,
sometimes even beyond reasonable limits, such as in English
literature class. That was when we were reading Wuthering
Heights. A naughty classmate named Shane seated next to me
drew a sketch he titled Adam’s Apple. It showed the father of
man reaching out for the forbidden fruit tantalizingly hanging
from a bough of a tree which oddly enough happened to be the
testicle of a monkey sitting atop it. The teacher Ms.Fonseka
was so aghast on discovering the sacrilegious scrap of paper
that she almost lost her head. Cheeee… she started and yelled
and screeched at the poor fellow like a banshee, a combined
brew of anger and shame contorting her face in full view of the
class, for she was a tall graceful woman. The culprit looked on
sheepishly as she berated him mercilessly.
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Shane did his naughty art while we read Wuthering Heights
We loved sport, but only those that gave us the greatest thrill.
Cricket, father’s favourite sport, which he tried to foist on us,
was a different ball game altogether. Indeed so infatuated was
he with the game that he named us after cricketers, me being
named after that dashing cricketer from the subcontinent Asif
Iqbal. Though we liked playing softball cricket with our
friends, we certainly did not share his keenness for the
organized game with leather ball grown-ups used to play. Even
today I fail to see why grown-up men should, in front of
thousands of cheering spectators including women, go chasing
after a ball if they already had a couple. It is understandable if
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Hitler loved it as he is said to have had only one. As a well
known song sung by British Tommies to the tune of the
Colonel Bogey March went:
Hitler has only got one ball
Goering has two but very small
Himmler’s is somewhat similar
But poor Goebbels has no balls at all
Father thought otherwise. He dragged us to regular cricket
classes in the hope that at least one of us would emerge a top
gun. Needless to say, the grueling practices in the sultry
afternoons, with the sun beating down on one like a cop’s
baton was no fun. Batting and bowling practices came only
once in a while since all had to do their turn, while on the field
it was still worse when all that was expected of us was fielding
like numbskulls under the blistering sun. We were far too
hyperactive for this kind of thing and it told in our negative
attitude towards the game.
Father got us the finest coaches of the day. First it was
Dooland Buultjens, a seasoned cricketer and top umpire at the
Nomad’s Grounds opposite Victoria Park where the Nelum
Pokuna Arts Centre now stands; then it was Muttiah Devaraj,
father’s good friend and one-time cricket captain of Zahira
College at the Oval Grounds, now more commonly known as
P.Saravanamuttu Stadium; and thereafter it was Ranil
Abeynaike, a first class Ceylon Cricketer, at the Sinhalese
Sports Club.
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Our cricket coach Devaraj with father and German tourist
So utterly boring were these practice sessions that I don’t
remember much about them, but for a few interesting incidents
that for some reason clung on to my memory. Our Nomads
days stand out for two incidents I recall to this day. One was
when our coach, an oft-swearing, balding, mustachioed
Burgher gentleman named Buultjens. At our very first practice
session, the man inquired whether we were wearing ball
guards, those unmanly V-shaped plastic props fit only for
pussies batsmen were supposed to wear to guard their balls.
Despite our replying in the affirmative, he did not take our
word for it and coming over pulled our shorts forward from the
topmost elastic band to satisfy himself that we were indeed
equipped with the gear. We sure were and he took our word
from that day onwards.
Another was when we lost our cricketing gear. Father was
furious. This was too much for him to bear. While driving us
home he stopped at a cane shop in Slave Island or thereabouts
and having returned home he rushed in before any of us and
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stationed himself at the doorway. As we came in he gave us
each a whack on our butts. It was the first occasion he ever
caned us. It was also the last.

Not too happy boys outside Accha House with cricketing gear
Softball cricket we played in the evenings with bats and
rubber balls that came in a variety of colours, usually red.
Anushal, mother’s cousin who was almost our age and who
lived next door joined the three of us, making a foursome and
so there we were playing the game, either in his spacious front
garden or in the lane behind our house that opened out to
Turret Road, much to the annoyance of our neighbours like the
fair but irritable Doctor Cader and Tissa, the tall, balding
caretaker of the Carmen Gunasekera Montessori. The ball
sometimes went over to their well-kept gardens and we would
clamber over the boundary wall to retrieve it, often disturbing
the foliage. Sometimes when the good doctor irked by our
constant annoyance refused to toss the ball over, we would
burst out loud:
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Doctor Cader, the Proctor’s father
Doctor Cader, the Proctors father
Tissa too found us to be a constant thorn, but only because he
had the added burden of tossing the ball over to us. Though his
garden was well kept, the ball often found its way to the dense
clumps of yellow bamboos closer to the lane which, like his
bald head, did not need much tending.
Being of a bellicose spirit, we also took to more aggressive
combat sport, from which father too got a kick. First it was
karate. We were only about six or seven years when we
enrolled in Grandmaster Bonnie Roberts classes conducted at
the Girls Friendly Society where father also had his auctions.
Our trainer, a whiskered, ruddy looking man from the eastern
town of Kalmunai was a good martial artist in the best
Japanese tradition and we would often hear the floorboards of
the hall resonate with a thud as grown-ups were thrown about.
We would have too had not our parents put a stop to it within a
a couple of months, fearing perhaps that one black-belted brat
in the brood might get too hot to handle.
A couple of years later father caught the boxing bug and
passed it on to us, especially to Asgar and me, who being of
the same age, could, equipped with boxing gloves, afford to
trade punches without any scruples. A favourite punch father
loved was what he called the ‘upper cut’, a vertical rising
punch to the opponent’s chin. We could not go on pummeling
one another indefinitely and so father got us a great punching
bag, which suspended from above, would swing to and fro,
while we let go, punching it left, right and centre. Father was
so besotted with the sport that it seemed at one time even to
supersede his love for cricket. His favourite boxing hero was
Muhammad Ali, the heavyweight champion from Louisville,
Kentucky who had become a Muslim and even given up his
earlier name of Cassius Clay for a more Muslim sounding
name. He often used to describe how Ali would tire his
opponent by his fancy footwork before delivering the knockout
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for which he used the slogan fly like a butterfly and sting like a
bee. Although father was no avid reader, I remember this
compendious yellow-jacketed book, a pictorial history of
boxing profusely illustrated sitting near the head of his bed. It
traced the bloody beginnings of the sport from pugilism, its
now obsolete predecessor where the contestants fought one
another bare-knuckled without boxing gloves to cushion the
impact.

Father had an illustrated book on boxing just like this
Father, the fitness freak he was, or perhaps because he
missed out on the horse races he loved so much, also took us
outdoors to run against one another, presenting the winner a
trifling gift of money or sometimes a mere pat on the head. If
in the mornings, this was at the Galle Face Green, which was
then even less green than today. He would get the three of us
into his car and drive us to the spot. We would take up our
positions towards the northern end nearer the old English
cannons, keeping close to the promenade, and upon father’s
hand signal, would run as fast as we could southward toward
him. These were not very long runs as we had to see father’s
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upraised hand quickly moving downwards before we could
take off. Had he placed himself at the starting point and said
get ready, set, go! he would not have been able to see the
winner. He had to be physically present at the finishing line,
which was where he was, he himself being the finishing line,
so to say. If in the evenings it was at the sports ground at
independence Square which unlike Galle Face had a circular
track and meant longer runs. It was in the course of one such
race that I was suddenly seized with a burst of energy
somewhat midway, which came like a rush of wind. Within a
matter of seconds it drove me to victory. Father was thrilled
and when I told him how I felt like Six Million Dollar Man
when I got that sudden boost he remarked that I had something
called stamina, whatever that meant.
Father could not content himself with our outracing one
another. Competition was most welcome and it came in the
form of mother’s cousin Chamira who visited during the
holidays. A village lad who had grown up in Matara, he
romped to victory, only to be handsomely rewarded with cash
by father. He once brought home a tin of condensed milk, tinkiri, with which mother treated us all to a delicious pudding of
her own making like the old song goes:
You find the milk and I’ll find the flour
And we’ll have a pudding in half an hour
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Old advert of Perakum Tinkiri common in the 1970s & 1980s
We also devised a number of warlike outdoor games. During
our Oval days when we were coached by father’s good friend
and Schoolmate, Muttiah Devaraj, we would, at the end of the
practice or during a break or two, go over to the surrounding
area overrun with weeds. There we would pluck these stalks of
wild fountain grass that terminated in a cluster of prickly little
balls that stuck on to one’s clothing like a leech. Returning
home with a considerable stockpile, we would tarry until
evening when we would use them as darts in a game of hot
pursuit around the neighbourhood, where hiding or lying in
ambush in the dark, or simply facing off in a frontal attack, we
would hurl the darts at one another, the victor being he who
flung the first dart that stuck on to his opponent’s clothing.
Another game we played was by forming our fingers into a
catapault. That was by placing on the tips of thumb and
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forefinger a couple of rubber bands, one linked to the other by
a knot. With it we would shoot little V-shaped projectiles made
by folding square or rectangular pieces of cardboard and
bending these into two. They went quite a distance and hurt
when they hit.

Catapault formed with rubberbands and bullet of cardboard
We also enjoyed playing board games with dice and counters
whenever we had resident visitors at Accha House such as
mother’s little cousins Chammi and Anushi. There was Snakes
& Ladders, Ludo and a somewhat similar board game called
Super Track which came with our Superman Giant Games
Book, an old bumper issue containing a story about Superman
thrashing a hobo and a few board games that probably dated
back to the 1960s but had somehow fallen to our hands
perhaps as a result of the auctions. The game called for four
players representing Superman, his close friend Jimmy Olsen
and his arch foes, the baldheads Luthor and Brainiac.
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Supertrack game in Superman Giant Games Book
At Umma House it was usually cards played with uncle
Fazly and aunt Shanaz, the younger and more playful members
of our paternal Ghany clan. The game they taught us was
called War, which went down well with our bellicose spirit. It
involved shuffling the pack of cards and distributing it around
between two to four players, each of whom would reveal the
topmost card in his stack, the player with the highest value
taking it all and adding these to his lot. If at least two of the
cards being the highest were of equal value, the players would
go to ‘war’, each laying down four cards and the one with the
highest aggregate taking the rest for himself, it being
understood that besides the usual numbers of 1 to 10, Jack was
11, Queen 12, King 13 and Ace 14. The game was played till a
player collected all the cards to win the war.
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The Magic Tube
Television was introduced to the country only in April 1979
by private entrepreneur Shan Wickremasinghe who set up ITN.
Within a couple of years a state-run television corporation
Rupavahini also entered the scene, supported by the Japanese
who helped set up a transmission station here to sell their TV
sets that enjoyed a wide demand worldwide. It was not long
before Jap tellies, both in monochrome and colour, such as
Unic, Sony, Sanyo and National found their way to the
country.

Philips TV advert, Weekend newspaper, December 1979
No sooner than they made their debut here, father rushed to
purchase a set, giving Accha House the distinction of being
one of the very first households in the country to have a telly at
the time.
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Television sets at Accha House. The smaller one must be older
Prior to this, our main form of visual entertainment were the
occasional movies like Towering Inferno, North Sea Hijack,
Star Wars and A Bridge too Far that showed at cinemas like
Liberty in Colpetty, Majestic in Bambalapitiya and Savoy in
Wellawatte. Fortunately for us, our parents were still movie
buffs in spite of seeing The Exorcist at a local cinema
sometime in the mid-1970s. The film, which told the story of a
little girl possessed by a demon named Pazoozoo, so scared the
daylights out of them that they slept that night with the lights
on. We were lucky it did not spoil the fun for us.
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Liberty Cinema in Colpetty was close to home
Our only other source of visual enjoyment were the film
reels of silent movies like Charlie Chaplin father used to play
from an old projector on to a wall of our bedroom after having
switched off the lights. Huddled together on our bumper bed
we would enjoy the somewhat grainy vintage images from a
bygone era. But television was something novel. It had both
visual and audio components and gave us a totally new
experience. Little wonder it was called The Magic Tube at the
time. It would eventually come to be known as The Idiot Box
by a more concerned older generation worried about their
children’s TV addiction. But back then nobody gave it much
thought.
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We enjoyed Charlie Chaplin reels like this before TV
Although initially confined to a solitary broadcaster or
channel going by the name of Independent Television Network,
it was not before long, by about early 1982 that another
channel by the name of Rupavahini came into existence. Both
of them enjoyed a monopoly in the domestic telecasting
business throughout our childhood and early teens. The
television times then as now were well thought of, though in
the early stages they lasted only three hours from 6.00-9.00 pm
before airing from 5.00 pm and going on till 11.00 pm a couple
of years later. Cartoons and educational programmes meant for
children were telecast in the evenings around 5.00-7.00 pm,
followed by the more adventurous stuff that would appeal to
teenagers and young adults around 7.00-8.00 pm followed
again by the more adult-oriented stuff from 8.00 to 9.00 pm
and beyond.
The first TV set we had was a monochrome black & white
box which gave out rather grainy images and which in later
times was replaced by a larger and clearer colour set.
Interestingly some of the earliest English programmes dished
out to us were stale old stuff including black & white series’
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like Mister Ed and McHale’s Navy aired in the West several
years earlier.

Mister Ed, the Talking Horse
The earliest kids show was the popular American children’s
TV series Sesame Street with its opening theme of “Can you
tell me how to get to Sesame Street” and its host of
unforgettable muppet characters like Ernie, Bert, Rover, Oscar,
Snuffy, Big Bird and The Count.
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Sesame Street with its lovable muppet characters like Ernie
and Bert was the earliest TV show we knew
Another kids’ series we loved was Worzel Gummidge, a
British programme about the antics of a living scarecrow
named Worzel and his lady love, a snobbish lifesize doll
named Aunt Sally.

Worzel Gummidge, one of the earliest kids TV programs here
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Then there were the cartoons telecast in the evenings around
5.00 pm almost seven days a week. Among the earliest such
cartoons were The Flintstones, about a couple that lived in the
Stone Age with dinos for pets and vehicles, and Fang Face,
about a chap who becomes a wolf-like creature upon seeing
the moon or a picture of it, followed later by the Russian
production You Just Wait about a mischievous wolf constantly
chasing after a hare he could never make a meal of.

Flinstones and Fangface were the earliest cartoons we knew
Others that came later included Hans Christian Anderson
Fairy Tales, Woody Woodpecker, Road Runner, Scooby Doo,
He Man and the Popeye Show, the last of which always ended
with a moral lesson for us kids. Many of these cartoons like
Flintstones were produced by Hanna Barbara Productions.
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Popeye the sailor who got his strength from eating spinach
We also loved Dostara Hondahita, Dr.Doolittle dubbed into
Sinhala by Titus Totawatte, so well done indeed that we could
not believe that the original was in English. Even the songs
such as Be kiyala be (Can’t say Can’t) were so captivating that
I would remember its tune and lyrics even more than thirty
years later.

Dr.Doolittle translated into Sinhala as Dostara Hondahita
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It was the Beatles cartoon series that had the greatest impact on
us as it introduced us to the joys of music. Not that we had not
heard music before, but this was something new. It had within
a few weeks of its appearance given us a bout of what we
would later learn was something called Beatlemania that first
appeared in the mid-1960s and affected millions of young
people in the West. The bug we caught was as bad as it almost
knocked us out of our senses for a couple of years, making us
behave rather like young lunatics, bursting into song for no
apparent reason and striving to imitate as far as possible the
fab four who were the cause of the pandemic in the first place.
Curiously some of the earliest programmes telecast on local
TV then were outdated by a decade or two, but still held their
own with viewers, who, exposed to this kind of thing only
recently, thought of them as something novel. For instance,
The Lone Ranger, a cowboy type series featuring a masked
Zorro-like character who fights injustice in the old American
West with his American Indian companion Tonto had been
telecast in the US almost three decades earlier, in the late
1940s and early 1950s. Both Mr. Ed about a talking horse, and
Mc.Hale’s Navy about the misadventures of a wacky PT boat
crew in the Pacific during World War II led by Lieutenant
Commander Quinton Mc.Hale were aired in the US in the
early 1960s.
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Mc Hale’s Navy, a 60s TV series was shown here in the 80s
Baa Baa Black Sheep, the story of a misfit squadron of fighter
pilots in the South Pacific led by Pappy Boyington during the
Second World War was more recent as it had aired in the US
in the late 1970s, bringing it closer to the time we watched it.

Baa Baa Black sheep about a misfit squadron led by Pappy
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Within a short spell of time, science fiction series also made
their appearance, especially those dealing with space or time
travel. One such was The Time Tunnel, aired in the US in the
mid-1960s but which reached us only in the early 1980s. It told
the story of a time machine, part of Operation Tic Toc which
could send people back in time.

The Time Tunnel about time travel reached us 20 years later
Star trek, another American production, told the tale of the
crew of the Starship Enterprise led by Captain James Kirk
whose mission was to ‘Boldly go where no man has gone
before’. Though an old series, having been aired in the US in
the late 1960s, we found it quite fascinating.
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Star Trek which claimed to go where no man has gone before
More recent and needless to say in colour was The Planet of
the Apes, though a trifle outdated as it was originally aired in
the US in the mid-1970s. It told the frightening story of two
astronauts who encounter a time warp and find themselves in a
future earth dominated by intelligent apes who have enslaved
humans.

Planet of the Apes
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V aired in the US in 1983 which was also about the time we
viewed it told the struggle of human resistance fighters against
a race of aliens simply known as the Visitors who appear
human, but are actually carnivorous reptilian extra-terrestrials
bent on subjugating the planet and harvesting humans as food.
Those were the times when space travel was thought to be the
future, but within less than a decade the hype had died down as
earthlings realized that living in outer space was not such a
fantastic thing after all and the much talked about space age
became outdated before it could be made into better fare.

V told the story of reptilian aliens disguised as humans
Little wonder later programmes tended to be more grounded
in reality. Among those we enjoyed were Six Million Dollar
Man, the exploits of a former astronaut Steve Austin who is
severely injured in a plane crash and fitted with bionic
implants that give him superhuman vision and running ability
but comes with a princely sum, hence his title; a spin-off
Bionic Woman, had Jaime Sommers, Steve’s lover, fitted with
bionic parts following a parachuting accident as the heroine.
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Six Million Dollar Man was very popular with us
Yet another interesting adventure series was Night Rider, about
a high-tech modern-day knight named Michael Knight who
fights crime with the help of an advanced and intelligent car.
Among other interesting programmes we loved watching
despite their being telecast rather late in the night were The
Invisible Man and Mission Impossible.
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Mission Impossible when Tom Cruise was nowhere around
There were also the more adult-oriented late night programmes
like Love Boat, Hawaii Five-O, Charlie’s Angels and The Big
Valley which were watched by mother and occasionally by us.
Comedies were few then. This included Diff’rent Strokes,
about two black boys taken in by a white millionaire
Mr.Drummond and his daughter Kimberly.
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Diff’rent Strokes
Another memorable comedy was The Jeffersons, about a
nouveau riche black couple George and Louis Jefferson, their
sharp-tongued maid Florence and irksome British neighbour
Harry Bentley.

The Jeffersons
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And then there was Mind Your Language, a hilarious British
comedy telling what happens when foreign students attend
English classes conducted by one Mr.Jeremy Brown.

Mind Your Language, a British comedy told of Jeremy
Brown’s efforts to teach Queen’s English to foreign students
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Beatlemania!
It was in the 1960s that the Beatles, a British pop band from
Liverpool comprising of John Lennon, Paul Mc.Cartney,
George Harrison and Ringo Starr took the world by storm with
their innovative music, giving rise to a phenomenon known as
Beatlemania that had fans raving and screaming at the very
sight of the fab four.
What was so unique about the Liverpudlian mopheads was
that they did not confine themselves to a particular genre of
music; be it rock n roll, pop ballad, folk country or exotic
psychedelia, their songs had rhyme and rhythm, tune and
tenor, vigour and vitality, indeed all the ingredients needed for
cooking up a great song. Little wonder they still remain the
best selling music band in history, a great accomplishment
considering the fact that the height of their popularity was in
the swinging sixties, nearly fifty years ago today. As uncle
Firoze, himself a Beatles fan used to say, the music the
foursome turned out was ‘evergreen’; in other words it could
not be out of tune with the times whatever time that happened
to be. He was right. In 2000 when an album titled 1 containing
every Number 1 Beatles hit was released, it became the fastest
selling album of all time.
That the songs of the Beatles outlasted their generation was
tellingly seen even in our musical preferences, for we caught
the Beatles bug long after the initial bout had struck an earlier
generation and subsided at the turn of the 1960s when the
group broke up and went their separate ways. The strain we
caught could perhaps best be described as a case of latent
Beatlemania, That was in the mid-1980s when local television
telecast an animated series produced by Al Brodax featuring
the Beatles as cartoon characters with their music occupying a
prominent place. This was probably a spillover of the 1984
spell of Beatles nostalgia that swept the west, a score after
their first live performance in the US in 1964.
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Not that we were strangers to music before the Beatles got us,
but they had the greatest impact on us music wise, coming at a
time when we had just stepped into our teens, In our earlier
years it was ABBA, the popular Swedish band composed of
Agnetha, Bjorn, Benny and Annifrid that charmed us with their
lively music. Songs like Chiquitita sung by the ladies of the
group telecast on local TV had mother so fixated on the screen
that she even called out to us little ones to listen to the
wonderful music. Both mother and Zameen aunty who assisted
her at the auctions were devoted ABBA fans and their
conversation often centered on ABBA, their lives and loves.
And to think these were grown up women and not
teenyboppers. But that’s good music, timeless masterpieces
that know no age.
The TV series that gave us the bug was telecast by
Rupavahini around 5.00 pm beginning from mid-1985 and
lasted ten months.

Beatles Cartoon show aired on local TV in the mid 1980s
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We were hooked on the series from day one and soon found
out that the cartoon characters had been a group of real life
singers back in the 1960s, even before we were born. It did not
matter though, for to us, it was the tune that mattered, not the
trend. And going by this count, old was gold. The series itself
was quite an old one, having been telecast in the USA by ABC
as far back as 1965 to 1969 when the Beatles were at their
height. Interestingly it was not shown in the UK until the late
1980s, ostensibly because it was feared that the British public
would not take to the accent too kindly as it was primarily
meant for American audiences. We had no problem following
the dialogues and we certainly enjoyed the songs. So much for
British pig-headedness.
Each episode which ran for about half an hour comprised of
one or two short animated stories featuring the adventures, or
rather misadventures of the Beatles in different countries while
trying to get away from the girls chasing them. The fab four
were caricatured quite well, both in features and mannerisms
which as could be expected for a children’s series like this
were grossly exaggerated with John being portrayed as cocky,
Paul as a smarty, George as a mediocrity and poor Ringo
coming out as rather silly. Ringo who drummed for the Beatles
was of course the most lovable of the lot.
The stories were interspersed with a Beatles song or two of
relevance to the storyline and this to us was the most
fascinating part. Among the songs were their early hits like A
Hard day’s night, Can’t buy me love, I should have known
better, From me to you, Thank you girl, Eight days a week and
Penny Lane, all of which had catchy tunes. The Beatles had
won our hearts and it was not long before we took on their
parts. Asgar chose John, Altaf Paul and I Ringo. As for
George, none of us would have the poor fellow.
Those were the days when vinyl records were still an
antiquated luxury due to their high cost and compact discs had
not even made their entry to the brave new world. It was the
pre-recorded music cassettes with magnetic coated tape played
on special cassette recorders that were the most used form of
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musical entertainment. True, these did not even come close to
the records in terms of clarity, but they came cheap, around 30
Rupees or so, certainly at a price even little fellows like
ourselves could afford with the money we managed to squeeze
from our parents or received as gift money on festival days.
Among our earliest such cassettes were those with titles like
Rock N Roll Music which had for its cover a sticker of the fab
four wearing thick coats.

The earliest Beatles cassette we had was similar to this
We also had The Beatles Ballads where the foursome were
shown figuring in a rather gaudy piece of artwork and Abbey
Road showing the four, now quite mature in years walking a
zebra crossing.
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Beatles Abbey Road cassette just like the one we had
What was so fascinating about the Beatles was the variety of
songs they turned out, from the pleasantly soothing and poetic
numbers like Something, In my life and Till there was you to
the louder headier numbers like Polythene Pam and Helter
Skelter which had overtones of heavy metal which was perhaps
only just then emerging. There were also Western country type
songs like Don’t pass me by and experimental hybrid songs
like Norwegian Wood that incorporated some fine sitar music.
If there were ever a band that could be described as Bohemian,
that was the Beatles. Although we were initially into the fast
catchy early tunes like Rock N Roll music, Twist and Shout and
I feel fine, we soon began to cultivate a taste for the softer
more melodious pop ballads such as Yesterday, Mr.Moonlight,
I’ll follow the sun and Penny Lane, partly due to their
harmonious tunes and partly due to the ease of singing them.
These, along with other Beatles numbers with simple lyrics
such as Love me do, And I love her and Yellow Submarine we
would sing lustily in father’s office after it had put down its
shutters in the evening, as a threesome in unison and with as
much gusto as we could manage while at the same time
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tapping our fingers and undersides of our wrists on some
resonating surface to give it the jig, a cheap substitute for the
beats Ringo turned out on his classic Ludwig. We could not
bring ourselves to sing in the presence of others and guessed
quite rightly that they would not think too much of it anyway,
especially after uncle Hyder, irked by our new found
obsession, sniggered that we were good at seeennging,
mockingly elongating the word to impress on us that this was
the last thing we were good at. There were other more
profound numbers we dared not sing due to their complexity
but were simply worth savouring, like Across the Universe and
The Long and Winding Road, songs that could best be
described as poetry in motion. These two haunting strains were
from their swansong Let it Be album, the last they produced
before they split up in 1970. Little wonder these had a certain
maturity not seen in their earlier numbers.

Other Beatles cassettes we had looked just like these
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We were of course sad to learn that the assassination of John
Lennon in 1980 by Mark Chapman in New York had made the
reunion of the Beatles all but impossible. The visit of the
Bootleg Beatles, a Beatles tribute band sometime in the mid1980s meant more as a nostalgia revue for an older generation,
stirred us and we lost no time making our way to the Galle
Face Green that night just to listen to the music from a
distance. The band was playing near a leading hotel fronting
the green and as we did not have the money to pay for the
tickets nor dare ask our parents to get them for us, we placed
ourselves nearer the road between the green and the hotel,
straining our ears to catch the music, whose strains we could
faintly hear pealing through the air.

Bootleg Beatles performed at the Taj Samudra in the 1980s
It was around this time or a while afterwards that we were
seriously considering accommodating music produced by other
bands as well, no easy decision for professed Beatlemaniacs.
The reconsideration was prompted by listening to a Stars on 45
Medley cassette Altaf had brought home. The many Beatles
songs in it were preceded by part of the Archies’ hit song
Sugar Sugar. Though initially we thought it was a Beatles
number, it turned out not to be. But it was good. So we decided
to officially open up to other bands so long as they could
match the Beatles or outperform them. The fab four
nevertheless remained the yardstick to judge good music and
in this sense we were still Beatlemaniacs.
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It was only then, in the later 1980s, that we began enjoying
the contemporary hits telecast on popular English musical
programmes like Fan Club and Bright & Breeezy including
among others Nena’s 99 Red Balloons, Paul Young’s Love of
the Common People, De Barge’s Rhythm of the Night and
Baltimora’s Tarzan Boy.

De Barge’s Rhythm of the Night had a very catchy tune
However we could never really outgrow our fondness for the
Beatles who would remain our favourites even after we had
left Accha House. But even back then, we realized that Sinhala
pop music with its strong Lusitanian influence measured up to,
or even sometimes excelled the music produced even by the
Beatles, though we would not admit it. This was convincingly
demonstrated when we played our Beatles cassettes in the
inner hall while uncle Lalith simultaneously played his
favorites, songs of well known Sinhala pop singers like
Clarence Wijewardene, Annesley Malewana and Indrani
Perera, in his little corner opposite our living room. While
shuttling between the two areas, somewhere midway, we could
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clearly hear both, our Beatles’ favorites and our uncle’s
Sinhala melodies. For some reason, songs like Annesley’s Gon
Vassa came out better in terms of voice and tune even to our
rather biased ears, but we would not admit it. This therefore
should be taken in the sense of a confession.
An afterword. With John dead, the remaining Beatles who
had gone their separate ways eventually banded together in
1995 to release what would go as a Beatles Single based on a
song which had been recorded by Lennon in the late 70s and
supported by vocals and instrumentals by Paul, George and
Ringo. The song Free as a bird reached No.2 in the UK
Charts, stopping short of the top spot. Nobody summed up the
outcome better than uncle Firoze, himself a Beatles fan who
said: “The Beatles are a legend, they should have let it be that
way!”
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